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OVERALL COMMENTS ON THE OECD�S ISSUES PAPER 

Introduction 

This paper presents our response to the OECD’s Invitation to Comment on a series of its Draft 
Comparability Issues Notes (‘OECD Notes’ or ‘Notes’).  We understand that the OECD Notes are 
intended to form the basis for future deliberations on refinements to the existing OECD Transfer 
Pricing Guidelines (‘Guidelines’). 

As we reflected on the OECD Notes, we determined that, rather than specific and concrete proposals 
for changes to the Guidelines, the OECD’s paper identified issues requiring further consideration 
that had arisen, from the tax authorities’ perspective, in implementing the Guidelines and local 
country transfer pricing statutes, regulations and practices. It also seemed to us that the consulting 
administrations have varying degrees of experience with these issues.  Thus, we noted that some 
aspects of the paper advanced more concrete discussion or concepts than others and that there is 
understandably some degree of inconsistency in approach to resolving some of the issues.  We also 
concluded that, while all of the issues identified merit further consideration in concept, some of the 
issues are more pressing than others, particularly certain key (and inter-related) issues.  We have 
framed our commentary accordingly.  We have also attached, as an appendix to this paper, our 
commentary on select aspects of the issues paper for your consideration.  

General Observations 

We do not question that the issues raised in the OECD’s paper represent areas of concern to many, if 
not all, tax administrations and taxpayers with respect to the selection and use of comparables.  Some 
clarity on approach and the relevant issues is important given that the current Guidelines contain 
relatively little guidance on comparability analysis.  Nonetheless, based on the tone of the OECD 
Notes, we are quite concerned that the discussion and resolution of these issues will further divide 
the positions of the two major stakeholders in this exercise: tax administrations and taxpayers.   

This division is apparent from the results of Ernst & Young’s 2005-2006 Global Transfer Pricing 
survey which noted two diverging trends:  many tax administrations are calling for more detailed, 
robust and granular transfer pricing analyses with a variety of approaches, and many multinational 
enterprises are seeking to centralize their transfer pricing analyses, to achieve consistency in 
approach and to simplify, and to control the costs of, documentation and compliance.   

We are concerned that many of the possible approaches suggested by the OECD’s paper may lead 
tax administrations to seek even more granularity at great cost to taxpayers without a corresponding 
increase in the reliability of the analysis.  We are also concerned that some of the concepts discussed 
seek to achieve theoretical perfection (as though the analysis were scientific) rather than to offer the 
prospect of more practical resolution.  

An overriding concern is that the Guidelines represent more of a consensus of viewpoints and, unlike 
the commentary on the OECD’s model tax convention, do not identify areas of contention or 
disagreement amongst the OECD member states.  Consequently, even though the Guidelines may 
comment upon an issue, individual countries can, and in practice do, opt out of a particular 
interpretation while maintaining that its interpretation is consistent with the Guidelines.  This has led 
to significant differences between countries with taxpayers left to divine which approaches are 
acceptable and which are not.  For example, Canada eschews ‘statistical analysis’ to determine an 
arm’s length TNMM result whereas the U.S. regulations virtually mandate the use of the 
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interquartile range when using inexact comparables; each country asserts that its approach is 
consistent with the Guidelines.  It seems apparent from the OECD Notes that this uncertainty will 
continue unless the resultant guidance advocates a preferred approach (with allowance for stated 
non-concurrence by OECD member states).  

We are also concerned about the availability of resources that will be needed by the Working Party 
to address the key issues identified in the OECD Notes on a timely basis.  With this in mind, we 
believe that the OECD should recognize that, even with internal comparables, there are always 
comparability issues that are not easily resolvable.  The OECD should not fall into the trap (which 
the Notes themselves identify) of assuming that greater (imperfect) analysis will add to greater 
precision in the interpretation of imperfect data, regardless of the source.  It is possible to identify 
adjustments that, in theory, may make the analysis more accurate, but such accuracy is more 
apparent than real.  Accordingly, greater clarification (and acceptance) of the ‘prudent business 
judgement’ precept is appropriate. 

We also note the unfortunate discrepancy between day-to-day experience with application of the 
arm’s length principle and the provisions of Article 9 of the Model Tax Convention (and the current 
Guidelines as well as the discussion in the comparability paper) with respect to ‘conditions’.  Most if 
not all tax administrations, and taxpayers, restrict their transfer pricing analyses to a single term or 
condition in the majority of cases – the price or the result.  Other aspects of terms and conditions are 
rarely, if ever, discussed; this is especially true where the TNMM or profit split methods are used 
because such information is virtually impossible to obtain from public sources1.  Based upon 
experience since the current Guidelines were released over a decade ago, it may be appropriate to 
refine the arm’s length principle to reflect ‘arm’s length pricing and results’ rather than the more 
amorphous ‘arm’s length conditions’.  

We also recommend that the OECD acknowledge that, while many issues exist, many of them do not 
have significant implications for stakeholders.  Accordingly we recommend that the efforts of the 
Working Group be focused on those issues of most import and that these be addressed holistically as 
they are inter-related.  In particular we suggest that the following should have top priority for the 
OECD:  

§ Timing issues 

§ TNMM comparability 

− Criteria for selection 

− Meaning of range 

− Use of multi-year data 

− Adjustments 

§ Internal comparables 

§ Aggregation of transactions 

                                                   
1 Exceptions may be found where contractual arrangements are a matter of public record, for example 
regulated industries. 
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In addition to these overriding concerns, this submission addresses the following matters in 
connection with the OECD Notes: 

n Fundamental issues. 

n Detailed feedback on specific comparability topics.  

n Recommendations on how fundamental issues may be addressed. 

We also attach, as an appendix, various thoughts on select issues raised in the OECD Notes. 

Fundamental issues  

The OECD Notes identify and discuss a wide range of practical problems that taxpayers and tax 
administrators have encountered when seeking to apply the current Guidelines in their comparability 
analyses.  The OECD Notes document generally attempts to address these issues by suggesting more 
detailed analysis or proposing further guidance on the application and/or selection of the most 
appropriate transfer pricing method.   

However, the discussion does not appear to recognise that these practical problems are often 
symptoms of a number of more fundamental issues that arise by virtue of the very nature of the 
Guidelines – they provide general principles and concepts rather than codifying hard and fast rules.  
The Guidelines also appear to prefer to avoid making definitive statements lest there be some 
potential situations where there may be an exception to the general rule or principle.2   

In discussing various issues there seems to be a presumption that if more effort is made, more 
information will become available and that such information must be examined to see whether it 
enhances the analysis. Some issues may not necessarily be addressed or resolved through more 
detailed analytical guidance.  Further, the discussion in the OECD Notes is deficient in that: 

n the comments do not appear to recognise the practical difficulties and significant costs in 
obtaining adequate internal or publicly available information with which to conduct such 
analyses; and 

n the comments do not provide sufficient guidance as to acceptable alternatives that may 
need to be explored given the existence of these practical difficulties.   

In essence, these clarifications and enhancements appear to be attempting to increase the extent of 
effort expended in searching for (potentially) relevant information with a presumed resultant 
elevation in the quality of comparability analysis.  This is a laudable objective; but it fails to 
adequately recognize the practical constraints on the availability of third party information and other 
comparable data that are a principal reason for many of the issues identified in the OECD Notes.   

Based upon our Global Survey, taxpayers are responding to the conflicting demands of tax 
authorities and the pressures on their resources in one of three ways: 

                                                   
2 For example the current discussion of cost contribution arrangements allows some tax authorities to expect 
that the service provider is entitled to no consideration (other than a sharing of costs) for its activities under the 
arrangement whereas others do not recognize the arrangement as a CCA and expect additional value-based 
compensation for the performer. 
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n prepare country-by-country documentation in accordance with local requirements (a more 
granular approach); 

n prepare home country3 core documentation (a more centralized approach) and wait for local 
needs to arise; or 

n prepare documentation only when required in response to an audit or examination. 

If the analysis and documentation process continues to be uncertain or if the exhaustive analyses 
suggested by the OECD Notes were to be incorporated into the OECD Guidelines, taxpayers will 
face the following choices in preparing their transfer pricing documentation:  

n continue to apply their current approach that will not meet the higher comparability standards 
contemplated in the OECD Notes; 

n attempt to apply a much more complex, rigorous and costly comparables analysis which is also 
likely to fail either to meet the higher comparability standards due to information limitations or 
to result in more reliable outcomes; or 

n apply other methods that are less dependent on traditional comparability analysis (e.g. profit split 
or econometric techniques) where little guidance is provided. 

Whatever the taxpayer’s choice, it appears that the higher comparability standards may not be 
achievable and that taxpayers will be subject to greater challenges from revenue authorities 
attempting to apply their own variations of these more exacting standards. 

To narrow the gap between revenue authority expectations and what is reasonably capable of being 
prepared by taxpayers, the Guidelines should evidence a greater recognition of the practical issues 
involved in comparability analysis and provide further guidance on possible alternatives to address 
these practical issues. 

Detailed feedback on specific comparability topics 

Our detailed feedback on specific comparability issues is summarised below: 

n Putting a comparability analysis and search for comparables into perspective.  As noted in 
paragraph 8 of the OECD Notes, many tax administrations and practitioners are relying primarily 
on a comparison of prices or margins in order to determine the arm’s length nature of a 
transaction.   

Key issues: While transfer pricing comparability analysis cannot be reduced to a ‘mere search 
for comparables’, the rationale underlying common practice of conducting ‘mechanical 
comparisons of financial indicia’ – the nature and quality of objective information readily 
available – cannot be ignored.4   This behaviour is understandable given the difficulties and costs 
associated with obtaining information on independent companies engaged in potentially 
comparable transactions.  To illustrate this, taxpayers often question the point of a detailed 
analysis of the related party transaction, in particular the intercompany terms and conditions, 

                                                   
3 I.e., the country in which the MNE is based.   Some taxpayers prepare “OECD-compliant” documentation 
that rarely meets the requirements of local tax administrations. 
4 This is a common practice of tax administrations and MNEs alike. 
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when nothing like the same information is available to evaluate potential third party 
comparables. 

Key observations: It is important for the Guidelines to recognise these practical difficulties and 
the costs associated with comparability analysis and identify, evaluate and provide guidance on 
alternative analytical frameworks that can be used when reliable comparables are not available.  
In addition, it would be useful for the Guidelines to5: 

− confirm that taxpayers and tax administrations should focus their efforts on large and complex 
transactions, rather than small and simple ones; and 

− limit the updating and analytical obligations to situations where there have been material 
changes in the controlled transactions.  

n Timing issues in comparability.  Practical problems also arise with the application of the 
current guidelines relating to timing issues of when comparable data should be used to support 
the pricing of related party transactions.   

Key issues: Taxpayers who determine their transfer prices using information available at the time 
those prices are set may subsequently determine that those prices are not consistent with the 
arm’s length principle due to ‘non-transfer pricing factors’ (e.g. unexpected reductions in the 
volume of output or product prices).  In addition, when taxpayers attempt to adjust those prices, 
they may find themselves subject to double taxation.   

Taxpayers may also need to use comparable data from an earlier financial year to review related 
party transactions in a subsequent year due to a limitation on the availability of information and 
tax return filing dates.  Further, comparable information may be obtained at a significantly later 
date by revenue authorities reviewing such transactions which may indicate a potential transfer 
pricing issue. 

Key observations: Again, practices and statutory requirements differ among countries.  
However, an overriding fundamental concept of the arm’s length principle is that related parties 
should set terms and conditions on the same basis as would be the case if they were dealing with 
one another at arm’s length.  Further guidance is required not only in relation to when particular 
information may be used in a comparability analysis, but also on the interaction between the 
process of setting transfer prices and the process of reviewing those transfer prices.  In addition, 
there is also a need for further guidance regarding the reliance that a taxpayer may place on such 
ex-post analysis, particularly where it is inconsistent with the comparability analysis that may 
have been undertaken to establish such prices.  Finally, guidance should be developed to clarify 
what constitutes ‘hindsight’ to ensure that only information that could reasonably have been 
obtained by the taxpayer either at the time of the price setting or at the filing of the tax return 
should be allowed. In our view, the OECD Guidelines should clearly, and emphatically, provide 
that the timing (ex ante or ex post) of the selection of comparable data should be left to the 
MNE’s sole discretion and that that decision should be adhered to by the tax administration.  
Under this approach, MNEs that set their transfer prices in advance or contemporaneously with a 
transaction would not be subject to the use of hindsight to second guess decisions made on the 

                                                   
5 One difficulty to be addressed is the lack of uniformity in the approach to the arm’s length principle under 
domestic laws and the fact that not all parties to related party transactions may be covered by tax treaties.   
Therefore, as a practical matter the scope and applicability of the OECD Guidelines is constrained. 
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basis of information available at the time of the transaction (provided that a reasonable effort has 
been made to determine and use prices based upon that information and that procedures are in 
place to monitor and review the policies in light of material changes in facts and circumstances).  

A key issue, left unaddressed by the Notes, is what is to be done in cases where the comparable 
TNMM data turns out to have been erroneous due to restatement of financial statements by the 
companies accepted as comparables.  On the one hand, it would seem that where data contains 
an error, that data should be corrected; however, this would create great uncertainty and added 
compliance costs for both MNEs and tax administrations.  It would seem equitable that, as this is 
a risk inherent in the use of published financial data, restatement of information (or supplements 
to data bases) to reflect information subsequent to the time that prices were set (or, if later, 
finalized) by the taxpayer should be disregarded.      

n Internal comparables.  Consistent with the ‘natural hierarchy of methods’ and the presumed 
better reliability of information, the current Guidelines appear to indicate a general preference 
for the use of internal comparables over external ones.   

Key observations: Although there is a strong bias for the use of internal comparables, this should 
be balanced with the practical issues that may be encountered in performing such analysis, and 
the level of additional comfort that may be achieved through such analysis.   

In particular, the unrestricted use of internal comparables, sourced from across the entire 
multinational group, as contemplated in the OECD Notes, not only increases the number of 
potential internal comparables that need to be reviewed for a given type of transaction, it also 
increases the number of different types of comparability analyses that may be required for MNEs 
with many different types of related party transactions.  Furthermore, to the extent that these 
internal comparables do not provide adequate coverage of the full spectrum of a taxpayer’s 
related party transactions, the remaining transactions would still need to be reviewed using other 
methods and/or external comparables.   

Despite the stated preference by many tax authorities for transactional internal comparables, in 
practice we find that tax administrations are extremely selective in taxpayer use of internal 
comparables particularly where there are differences in markets, volumes etc.  Consequently, a 
requirement for MNEs to exhaustively search for and analyse such potential comparables 
elsewhere in the MNE group, while theoretically relevant, is in practice impractical.  We would 
recommend that the OECD consider limiting the search for potential internal transactions to the 
parties involved in the transaction and to other members of the MNE having substantially similar 
transactions (volumes, products etc.) with third parties in the same or similar markets.     

In addition, further guidelines should be developed to ensure that the principles applied to the 
evaluation of internal and external comparables are consistent.  

n Determination of available sources of information and their reliability.  The OECD 
Guidelines recognise the difficulties taxpayers and tax administrators often have obtaining 
adequate information to apply the arm’s length principle.   

Key issues: Although the issues associated with the use of limited and asymmetric information 
are well recognised, the discussion of this issue in the OECD Notes seems unbalanced.  While it 
suggests that taxpayers should not use private information, tax authorities using secret 
comparables are simply encouraged to apply safeguards.   
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Key observations: We believe the OECD should roundly reject the use of non-public domain 
information that is not equally available to taxpayers and tax authorities other than in the course 
of MAP discussions where, presumably such information can be readily disclosed between tax 
authorities in complete confidence.  In this regard, we note the following: 

− databases are only one source of information, should not be used in isolation, and should only 
be used if and to the extent that internal comparables are not available or reliable; 

− public information sources are useful and should be drawn on to the extent reasonably 
practical and appropriate in view of the scale and complexity of the transaction; 

− the use of the Internet for searches also deserves specific consideration given that such 
searches are by definition not fully reproducible.  In our experience, this source has much 
improved the availability of information; 

− where a tax administration challenges a taxpayer’s transfer pricing analysis, the tax 
administration should be required to prepare an alternative analysis that is at least as detailed 
as the analysis prepared by the taxpayer. 

n Uncontrolled transactions. As companies become more vertically integrated it is becoming 
more difficult to identify comparable transactions or entities particularly in certain industries 
within certain jurisdictions.  This has raised the question of whether comparable transactions 
should include controlled transactions of other MNE.  

Key issues:  Increasing vertical integration raises the issue of whether external controlled 
transactions should be used to benchmark other controlled transactions in light of the lack of 
independent comparables.  In particular, given the difficulties in identifying appropriate 
comparables it is suggested that it may be desirable to broaden the scope of potentially 
comparable companies.  The key concern is that such comparisons would effectively use the 
transfer pricing policies of one MNE to benchmark the transfer pricing policies of another MNE 
on the presumption that the ‘comparable’ being used complies with the arm’s length principle. 

Key observations: Our views on the alternative options identified in the OECD Notes: 

− Broadening the search.  We question whether broadening the search in the manner 
contemplated in the Notes is appropriate even in the face of the difficulties in identifying 
appropriate comparables.  Although the use of global or regional comparables to support such 
analysis would increase the ability of practitioners to identify potential comparables,  further 
guidelines should be provided regarding appropriate situations as to when a ‘good’ global or 
regional comparable is preferred to a poor ‘local’ one and on factors to be considered in 
adjusting for significant economic differences.   Presumably this issue could be addressed in 
conjunction with the ‘five comparability factors’ identified in the OECD Notes.  Furthermore, 
such broadening would likely increase the need for guidance on the issue of comparability  
adjustments  

− Uncontrolled transactions carried out by MNE groups.  Based on practical experience there 
would not generally be sufficient information on the uncontrolled transactions of a subsidiary 
of a third party MNE to allow the use of this information in comparability analyses.  Even if 
such information were available, the costs of systematically identifying it would make this 
approach unworkable from an administrative perspective.  Furthermore, it is a question of fact 
as to whether such transactions comply with the arm’s length principle – a fact that cannot be 
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evaluated, proven or disproved by a taxpayer. Accordingly we believe that such an approach 
be categorically rejected by the OECD.  

− Minority interests.  There are a significant number of joint venture arrangements where it is 
clear that the parties are operating at arm’s length given the nature of the economic tensions 
between them.  To indicate that the existence of minority shareholders is only a factor to be 
considered does not adequately recognise the potential importance of this factor in ensuring an 
arm’s length outcome.  As a result, given the increasing use of joint venture arrangements, 
particularly in connection with large, complex and risky business arrangements, further 
guidance should be provided as to the level and nature of minority shareholding that would be 
required to support an overall arm’s length conclusion. 

− Further guidelines should be provided that recognise the potential discipline that minority 
interests can have on the pricing of what would otherwise constitute related party transactions. 
However we do not see this evaluation as a priority.   

n Examining the five comparability factors.  A range of practical difficulties also arise when 
taxpayers seek to apply the five comparability factors.   

Key issues: The availability of information on external comparables is a key issue.  Although the 
position taken in the OECD Notes – that the potential materiality of the missing information is 
the key question – is the correct one in theory, it fails to recognize the practical extent of the 
limitations of information and the consequential uncertainty that taxpayers would face as to the 
acceptability of comparable company benchmarks.  This is evident from the approaches 
recommended and the examples given in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the OECD Notes on this issue.  

The main practical issue is what should be done in the absence of reliable information on the five 
comparability factors which remotely approaches the standards envisaged by the current 
Guidelines.  It is this paucity of information that is largely responsible for an over-emphasis on 
comparative margin analysis and the risk of a disconnect between the industry, company and 
functional analyses and the comparables analysis.   

Key observations: There is a need for more guidance on when the amount of information 
available is acceptable and alternative analytical frameworks to support arm’s length outcomes.  
If guidance is to be contemplated which might lead to a change in practice, we would 
recommend that the issue be addressed in greater detail.   

n Selecting or rejecting third parties or third party transactions: degree of objectivity of the 
list of external comparables.  Searching for information on comparable transactions generally 
involves a number of steps that are not currently outlined in the Guidelines.   

Key issues: The key issues are: 

− whether it is worthwhile to develop further guidance on the process to be followed to identify 
potential comparables; 

− whether the additive approach may be used in isolation if there are third party transactions of 
which the taxpayer is knowledgeable; and 

− whether documentation will ensure the transparency of the search process.   
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Key observations: We agree that it would be worthwhile to develop further guidance on the 
process to be followed to identify potential comparables.  In this regard we would note that 
future Guidelines should have regard to the following factors: 

− the importance of using qualitative data in the screening process, justifying and documenting 
the search so that it can be reproduced, and the complementarity of the additive and deductive 
approaches;  

− the importance of transparency of the search process.  However, in our view, regardless of its 
desirability as a principle, reproducibility cannot be treated as an absolute requirement.   

n Determination of and making comparability adjustments where appropriate.  Although the 
current Guidelines stress the need to adjust comparables in order to improve comparability, the 
particular circumstances under which such adjustments should be made and how such 
adjustments should be calculated has been unclear.   

Key issues:  

− Even when such adjustments can be reliably made and will improve comparability, application 
of the current Guidelines can raise residual concerns that such adjustment may be 
inappropriate where the adjustments are either relatively large or small.   

− Comparability adjustments should only be considered where they can be expected to increase 
the reliability of results.   

Key observations: Further guidance should be provided in connection with the following 
matters: 

− what constitutes a ‘reliable’ adjustment (i.e. what constitutes a ‘reasonably accurate 
adjustment’) including the circumstances under which comparability adjustments may be 
appropriate; 

− calculations details for the more common adjustments (e.g. adjustments required for 
differences in accounting standards, working capital adjustments, market differences); 

− the circumstances under which relatively large adjustments would be acceptable that might 
otherwise indicate a potential underlying comparability issue or where relatively small 
adjustments should not be made; 

− the circumstances under which it may be appropriate to adjust the results of the tested party 
rather than the comparables (e.g. adjustments for abnormal or extraordinary items); and 

− adjustments for risk. 

n Multiple year data.  The current Guidelines provide little guidance as to how multiple year data 
should be used in a comparability analysis. 

Key issues:  There is considerable confusion and difference in approaches regarding the use of 
multiple year data for transfer pricing analysis.  In particular, is the purpose of multiple year data 
to gain a better understanding of the controlled transaction and the use of that data for ‘statistical 
purposes’ or to smooth results? 

The OECD Notes identify the following potential action items: 
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− complete paragraphs 1.49-1.51 by providing illustrations of situations where multiple year data 
may be useful. Material in Section C of the OECD Notes could be used for this purpose; 

− clarify that the OECD recognition of the usefulness in some circumstances of multiple year 
data is not intended to contradict domestic examination procedures with regard to yearly 
assessment of taxpayers’ results; 

− clarify that the OECD recognition of the usefulness in some circumstances of multiple year 
data is a separate issue from the one of statistical tools and accordingly amend paragraph 3.30.  

 
 

Key observations: Further definitive guidance should be provided as to when, and how, the use 
of multiple year data would be appropriate in a comparability analysis having regard to the 
following matters: 

− circumstances in which multiple year data, including subsequent year data, may be 
appropriately used in a comparability analysis; 

− how multiple year data is to be used (screening of comparables, setting a range or both?).  

While the OECD Notes imply that it does not wish to override domestic practices (see the 
second bullet point under ‘Key Issues’ immediately above), this is an unsatisfactory approach.  
The use of multiple year data is an issue most relevant to the use of profit-based methods.  It 
would seem that, in principle, multiple year data should not be used to determine or test a tested 
party’s results in a single year but that multiple year data, if used, should be applied to test the 
tested party throughout the relevant period.  It would be appropriate for the OECD to establish 
principles that would apply where a multi-year approach for testing the results is acceptable. 

The use of multiple year data in the manner described in the OECD Notes has merit.  

n Aggregation of transactions. The current Guidelines do not address the issue as to whether 
aggregated third party data can be used when third party data is not available at the transactional 
level. 

Key issues:  The circumstances in which aggregation of third party transactions would be 
acceptable in a comparability analysis. 

Key observations: In principle, we concur with the Working Party’s position that, generally, 
transactional analysis is to be preferred as the starting point for analysis.  However, it is 
important for the OECD to recognise that there are often different products and/or services that 
are bundled for valid business reasons and that the disaggregation of these transactions does not 
form the basis of a more rigorous analysis but is fundamentally inappropriate in evaluating 
suitable benchmarks.  

n Definition of the arm’s length range, extreme results, methods to enhance reliability, loss-
making comparables.  Since transfer pricing is not an exact science, there are many occasions 
when the application of the most appropriate method or methods produces a range of results.  
The current Guidelines do not provide adequate guidance as to how to address the selection of 
the most appropriate point(s) in a comparable range. 

Key issues:  The OECD Notes identify the following issues related to the definition of the range:  
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− comparability considerations in relation to extreme results; 

− approaches to enhance reliability of the arm’s length range; 

− loss making comparables.  

 
Key observations: We agree that the use of a range of results should not be seen as making up for 
the low quality of a set of comparables, or indeed for a failure to conduct an adequate 
comparability analysis.  Although statistical tools are used and accepted by some tax authorities, 
others, quite understandably, challenge the use of those tools if there is reason to believe that a 
result ‘outside the range’ is appropriate because of a comparability difference that has not been 
taken into account in the analysis.  

 

The OECD should consider: 

− further recognition that one reason for a range of results is the existence of remaining 
differences that it has not been possible to account for in the analysis; 

− further guidance and recognition that the evaluation of the distribution of results using 
relatively familiar statistical tools is desirable;  

− recognition that there can be no general rule on the exclusion of either loss making or very 
profitable companies.   

n Documenting a search for comparables.  The current Guidelines provide little guidance on the 
documentation of comparables.   

Key issue:  Whether the Guidelines should explicitly recognise the need for documentation of 
comparability analysis. 

Key observations: The standard of documentation is an important issue.  The discussion in the 
OECD Notes is very brief and there would seem to be the potential for providing more detailed 
guidance on the issues that should be addressed in documentation, particularly an explicit 
recognition that the level of documentation would be expected to vary depending on the size and 
relative risk of the related party transactions.  We regard this as an important issue for taxpayers. 

Overall recommendations to address fundamental issues 

When developing solutions to the practical problems identified in the OECD Notes, it is essential to 
recognise that those problems are inter-related and are the result of more fundamental gaps in the 
current Guidelines. 

This means that it is not appropriate to seek to develop independent solutions to each of the issues 
identified in the OECD Notes, since there is a risk that such an approach will only serve to reinforce 
the common misconception that the Guidelines provide a mechanistic guide to comparability 
analysis. 

Rather, the preferable approach to solving the issues identified in the OECD Notes is to address the 
source of those problems – namely, the fundamental gaps in the current Guidelines identified above. 

In particular, it is important to ensure that the Guidelines: 
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n clearly state the objectives of comparability analysis (i.e. the desired outcomes of that 
comparability analysis); 

n explicitly recognise the practical constraints that will inhibit the ability of taxpayers and tax 
administrations to achieve those objectives.  These practical constraints include: 

− the practical problems likely to be encountered when seeking to identify comparable 
transactions and obtain the necessary data on those transactions; and 

− the costs associated with conducting comparability analysis; 

n provide guidance as to what taxpayers, tax practitioners and tax administrators should do given 
the existence of those practical constraints.  Specifically, as set out in more detail in our 
submission, there is a need for guidance in relation to: 

− what processes can be used by taxpayers when it is not possible to identify comparable 
transactions, or when detailed data on comparable transactions is difficult to obtain; and 

− the amount of effort that taxpayers should devote to comparability analysis.  These guidelines 
need to take into account not only the significance of the controlled transactions to the 
determination of the profits of the taxpayer, but also the costs associated with conducting the 
comparability analysis (e.g. as proposed in the ‘’proportionality standard’ and ‘prudent 
business management’ concept discussed in the Notes).      

When providing that additional guidance, however, it is essential to avoid being too prescriptive and 
focus on the desired outcomes of the guidelines.   

In some respects, it seems inevitable that despite efforts to address theoretical issues with the 
identification and evaluation of comparables, from a practical perspective, the OECD’s comments 
may ultimately reinforce the current taxpayer/practitioner mechanical approach or, less likely, lead to 
new approaches due to informational and administrative limitations.  Without appropriate guidance, 
taxpayers will continue to face uncertainty, challenges by revenue authorities and substantial 
adjustments in connection with the pricing of their related party transactions. 

Closing Remarks 

The issues addressed in the OECD Notes are central to the implementation of the arm’s length 
principle.  It will be apparent from the discussion above and the detailed comments in the attachment 
that it is our view that there is much work to be done in order to establish Guidelines that balance the 
perspectives of various taxpayers and tax authorities and recognise the practical constraints that 
exist.  However, the endeavour is of great importance and we hope that this Response makes a useful 
contribution. 

If it would be of assistance, any of the principal authors of this Response would be happy to discuss 
our views.  Their contact details are as follows: 

  

Robert Turner 
Partner 
Ernst & Young LLP, Canada 
+1 946 943 3513 
bob.turner@ca.ey.com 

Paul Balkus 
Partner 
Ernst & Young Australia 
+61 2 9248 4952 

Robert Miall 
Director 
Ernst & Young LLP, UK 
+44 20 751 1411 

mailto:bob.turner@ca.ey.com
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Appendix 

Detailed Comments on Selected Aspects of the OECD Notes  

1.  Putting a comparability analysis and search for comparables into 
perspective 

A.     A review of Article 9 of the OECD Model Tax Convention 

As noted in paragraph 6 of the Notes, the primary drivers for doing comparability analysis are for: 

n taxpayers to determine how transfer prices should be established; and 

n tax administrations to determine whether a transfer pricing adjustment may be made. 

The comparison required under the first part of paragraph 1 of Article 9 of the Guidelines is a 
comparison of conditions that is broader than a mere comparison of prices or margins.   

Paragraph 2.5 of the Guidelines recognises that: 

n ‘… the most direct way to establish whether the conditions made or imposed between the 
associated enterprises are arm’s length is to compare the prices changed in controlled 
transactions undertaken between those enterprises with prices charged in comparable 
transactions undertaken between those enterprises’;  

n but it also recognises that ‘… there will not always be comparable transactions available to allow 
reliance on this direct approach alone, and so it may be necessary to compare other less direct 
indicia, such as gross margins, from controlled and uncontrolled transactions to establish 
whether the conditions between associated enterprises are arm’s length […]’ 

However, as noted in paragraph 8 of the Notes, many tax administrations and practitioners rely 
primarily on a comparison of prices or margins in order to determine the arm’s length nature of a 
transaction, even though: 

n a comparison of the conditions surrounding the transaction is needed to justify an adjustment; 

n any proposed comparison of prices and margins should be supported with documentation 
allowing a broader understanding of all the conditions of the transactions being reviewed; 

n there is no requirement under article 9 to proceed with a comparison of margins where a 
comparison of conditions is performed and it is found that no conditions were made or imposed 
which differ from those that would have been made between independent parties; and 

n where it is found that conditions were made or imposed that differ from those between 
independent enterprises, the determination of the quantum of the transfer pricing adjustment is 
based on a determination of the profits which would, but for those conditions, have otherwise 
accrued to another one of the enterprises. 
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B.     Linking the search for comparables and comparability analysis 

As noted in paragraph 10 of the Notes, currently there can be a ‘disconnect’ between the search for 
comparables and comparability analysis, which may become more frequent as searches for 
comparables increasingly rely on external comparables. 

In principle, however, the search for comparables is only part of the comparability analysis and 
should not be confused with, or separated from, the comparability analysis.  A methodical and 
consistent approach should provide some continuity or linkage to the analytical process. 

C.     Taking account of the burden and costs imposed in comparability analyses 

Paragraph 16 of the Notes also recognises the costs involved in comparability analysis and the need 
for a ‘proportionality standard’ that allows taxpayers to devote relatively less effort to find detailed 
comparable third party information to support relatively small controlled transactions that for large 
transactions.  Taxpayers are encouraged to establish a monitoring/review process taking into account 
the size of the transactions, their complexity, the level of risk involved and whether they take place 
in a stable or changing environment.  

D.     Preliminary conclusions 

The Notes conclude that: 

n comparability analyses should not be limited to a ‘mere search for comparables’ or a ‘mere 
comparison of financial indicia’; and 

n putting comparability analyses and searches for comparables into perspective should serve the 
dual objective of putting greater emphasis on the quality of the analyses rather than on 
mechanical comparisons of the financial indicia and reaching a standard that is reasonable and 
balanced in terms of the burden created for taxpayers and administrations.  In this respect, the 
Notes suggest that the concept of ‘prudent business management’ might be worth clarifying in 
the Guidelines. 

Observations 

We fully agree that transfer pricing analysis cannot be reduced to a ‘mere search for comparables’ 
and that comparable searches should be based on an analysis of the conditions of the controlled 
transaction leading to the identification of relevant comparability factors. 

However, it must be recognized, as it is elsewhere within the document (e.g. Issue 6), that the 
information on independent companies engaged in potentially comparable transactions necessary to 
implement the results of the comparability analysis is often not available; or, as the discussion of this 
issue acknowledges, is only available at disproportionate cost.   

As a result, in practice, having exhausted reasonably available sources of information, the transfer 
pricing practitioner/MNE/tax authority has to make an assessment of whether the conditions of the 
uncontrolled transactions and the associated margins are likely to be materially different.  While 
unsatisfactory, this is unavoidable given the level of disclosure required of companies, particularly 
outside the US.  This point of view is broadly in line with the discussion on Issue 6 (e.g. in 
Paragraph 6).  
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We also think it would be helpful to confirm that taxpayers should focus their documentation efforts 
on relatively large and complex transactions rather than small and relatively simple ones.  However, 
we would go further than paragraph 16 implies and limit the updating obligations of taxpayers, to an 
annual review of whether there have been material changes in the terms and conditions of the 
controlled transactions or in the data used to determine transfer price; in these situations 
documentation would need to be refreshed or updated to reflect the changes.  If not, the existing 
documentation should be sufficient.  For the avoidance of doubt, this derogation would not apply to 
large, complex transactions likely to yield a financial result which changes significantly from year to 
year.  But for relatively straightforward ‘resale minus’ or ‘cost plus’ transactions that occur in 
relatively stable market environments, there is little to be gained from updating financial information 
on comparables; and even less from a full update exercise. 

Paragraphs 19 and 20 raise the issue of what can be done when comparables are not available.  In 
our view this is already a major issue as a result of pervasive vertical integration and business 
restructuring leading to the creation of company value chains to which individual legal entities make 
contributions for which there are, in truth, no comparables.  Identifying, evaluating and providing 
guidance on alternative frameworks is, in our view, an urgent priority. 
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2.     Timing issues in comparability 

This section of the OECD Notes focuses on the following two timing issues and their potential 
impact on a comparability analysis: 

n the point in time when information on comparable uncontrolled transactions is collected; and 

n whether information on uncontrolled transactions used in a comparability analysis always needs 
to pertain to the same year as the taxpayer’s controlled transaction under review or whether such 
information from years prior or subsequent to the year of the taxpayer’s controlled transaction 
can be used. 

A.     Existing guidance 

The focus of existing transfer pricing guidelines is on the information and analysis that is undertaken 
at the time the pricing is determined.  In this regard, paragraph 5.3 of the Transfer Pricing Guidelines 
is typical of the current guidance provided to taxpayers. 

‘Each taxpayer should endeavour to determine transfer pricing for tax purposes in 
accordance with the arm’s length principle, based upon information reasonably available at 
the time of the determination.  Thus, a taxpayer should give consideration to whether its 
transfer pricing is appropriate for tax purposes before the pricing is established.’ 

It is recognized that there may be practical limitations for taxpayers attempting to apply these 
guidelines. 

Observations 

While theoretically consistent with arm’s length behaviour, we agree with that there are significant 
practical limitations in attempting to apply the existing transfer pricing guidelines and setting (final) 
prices on an ex ante basis.  Further, the fact that the current guidelines suggest that the focus of the 
analysis should be on the establishment of related party pricing appears to be at odds with our 
current experience with revenue authorities.  That is, although the analysis undertaken to develop a 
taxpayer’s related party pricing is generally a factor in determining whether such transfer pricing is 
consistent with the arm’s length principle, the financial performance of the taxpayer as a result of 
price setting policy would appear to dominate revenue authority examinations and practices. 

Therefore, further guidance is required not only with regard to the timing of when various 
information may be used in a comparability analysis but also the extent to which such outcomes may 
be mitigated by arm’s length price setting policies where such outcomes are later found to be 
inconsistent with information that subsequently becomes available (e.g. this disconnect between a 
taxpayer’s price setting policy and its financial performance may occur as a result of unexpected 
market or operating conditions – that is, by setting prices in advance, the parties (like arm’s length 
parties) bear risks of uncertainties).  It should be recognized that the financial performance of a 
company does not always go to plan and that such under-performance may not be due to the pricing 
of international related party transactions; as well, subject to market and contractual constraints, 
arm’s length parties might attempt to adjust pricing from time to time during the year particularly 
where there are material unforeseen changes in market or operating conditions.       
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B.     Timing of collection of information by the taxpayer 

It was recognised that there may be several alternatives that taxpayers may pursue in identifying 
third party comparables to support/analyse their transfer pricing.  The fundamental difference 
between these approaches is that the focus is either on the support of future transfer pricing policy 
(i.e. the data is accumulated and analysis is undertaken at the time the related party transactions 
occur) or on the testing of the actual outcomes from those policies (i.e. the analysis is undertaken 
using data accumulated after the actual transactions occurred). 

B-1 Illustration of differences between the approaches 
The Notes illustrate the timing issue by reference to a situation where different information is 
available at the time prices are set, when the tax returns are prepared and when the return is under 
audit by the tax authority.  The following potential outcomes are discussed in the Notes: 

n Pricing based on data available and used at the time the transactions arise should be respected.   

n The taxpayer’s pricing should be adjusted for tax purposes to reflect both downward and upward 
adjustments to reflect the updated search. 

n The subsequent data should be used to make upward adjustments if the search reflects higher 
profits or margins than actually reported by the taxpayer. 

Observations 

In practice, it seems that tax administrations seek to use data that has become available subsequent 
to the (initial) transactions in order to test and adjust related party pricing regardless of the point in 
time that the taxpayer prepared its analysis.  This approach penalizes MNEs that follow the 
Guidelines’ recommended ex ante approach (i.e., make the effort to obtain and analyse available 
data at the time the transaction(s) first arises) in two respects: 

− they are at greater risk of adjustments and therefore of  penalties, interest and double tax; 

− they may bear greater compliance costs if they subsequently have to test the results ex post. 

These fundamentally different approaches can give rise to potential issues in resolving transfer 
pricing disputes and create uncertainty for taxpayers.  That is, depending on the particular 
approach, a taxpayer may find that they have a transfer pricing issue under one approach but not 
under another.  This disconnect in the example provided in the OECD Notes could have been either 
as a result of operational considerations (e.g. volume targets not being met or an unexpected decline 
in product price) or due to a change in the range of comparable results.  Whatever the reason for 
this disconnect, without further guidelines as to the interaction between price setting and price 
reviewing a taxpayer may inadvertently be faced with a potential transfer pricing issue.   

Further, taxpayers that attempt to make an adjustment to correct this disconnect can also find 
themselves in a potential double tax situation as discussed in section B-4. 

Therefore, further guidance should be provided to ensure an appropriate resolution when there is a 
disconnect between price setting and price reviewing so that taxpayers can have confidence that the 
pricing of their international related party transactions will be accepted.  

If the ‘price setting’ approach is followed and yields unexpectedly high or low results, tax authorities 
will typically argue that the pricing would have been reviewed by arm’s length parties at some point 
in the period and an attempt would have been made to adjust pricing or control costs.  Whilst it is 
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difficult to deny that at some point this would have taken place in an arm’s length situation, it is 
impossible for taxpayers or tax administrations  to make an objective assessment of when such a 
review would have taken place and at what point corrective action would have been taken.  
Moreover, if this approach were pushed to the limit prices would be under permanent review, which 
would be administratively impractical and would result in substantial convergence with the ‘results 
based’ approach of retroactive pricing adjustments. 

The greater compliance costs of the ‘price setting’ (and subsequent ‘price testing’) approach should 
be recognised in framing guidance. 

B-2 Documenting the process that led to the establishment of the transfer prices, prior 
 to the transaction being undertaken 
Under this approach the most valuable documentation for both the taxpayer and the revenue 
administration is documentation which is completed at the time the prices were established.   

Observation 

We agree that when undertaking this approach it will be valuable to take into account and document 
the information that was available to the prudent business manager at the time that manager would 
have had to make such pricing decision.  However, further guidance should be provided as to the 
extent of such information and what would be expected to relevant in any analysis that may be 
undertaken to review the actual outcomes.   

From a practical perspective, even in jurisdictions in which there is a strong preference for setting 
prices in advance, our experience is that tax administrations will use information that becomes 
available subsequent to the time at which the transactions first arise to ‘test’ the outcome of the 
transactions.  This has the unfortunate consequence of penalizing those taxpayers that comply with 
the Guidelines’ positioning on contemporaneously documenting transaction because firstly, they are 
at greater risk of adjustment, and secondly,  they will effectively be forced to incur additional costs 
to test the outcomes of their transactions after the fact.  As more and more countries implement and 
enforce documentation requirements, this will inevitably lead to post-transaction documentation and 
analysis rather than the ‘preferred’ ex ante determination. 

B-3 Documentation at the time of the filing of the tax return 
Under this approach the most valuable documentation for both the taxpayer and the revenue 
administration is documentation supporting the application of the arm’s length principle which is 
brought into existence up to the time of filing the relevant tax return.  This approach was 
distinguished from the approach which involves retroactive adjustments (see Section C below). 

Observation 

The discussion in the Notes suggests that:   ‘This approach can be adopted for pragmatic reasons’ 
and that ‘it is not intended to deny upfront pricing practices and documentation where such upfront 
pricing practices and documentation can be properly implemented and may also be used to 
complement this practice’.   

However, as discussed above, further guidance should be provided as to what reliance a taxpayer 
may place on such analysis, particularly where it is inconsistent with the comparability analysis that 
may have been undertaken to establish such prices.  It is important to note that filing dates and 
practices vary amongst jurisdictions and this leads to the question of the appropriate time period 
and procedure for finalizing the pricing for the relevant period.  For example if a tax return is to be 
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filed 3 months after the end of the year for one of the related parties but is not due until 9 months 
after the end of the period for the other party to the transaction(s), what is the appropriate cut off 
point for the transfer pricing documentation and analysis and in the event of changes in the outcome 
of the analysis (how) should adjustments be made?   

B-4 Cases involving double taxation 
An issue arises when using an approach to comparability analyses that requires an adjustment to the 
amounts actually charged to ensure consistency with the arm’s length transaction.  In this regard ‘if 
compensating adjustments are permitted in the country of one associated enterprise but not permitted 
in the country of the other associated enterprise double taxation may result because corresponding 
adjustment relief may not be available if no primary adjustment is made’. 

Observation 

The treatment of adjustments after the year end and before the tax return is filed is clearly an issue 
and one that requires further guidance.  Under current guidelines it would appear that such 
adjustments are only available in most jurisdictions through Advance Pricing Agreements or other 
competent authority procedures.   

Given the use of such adjustments by taxpayers (often motivated by domestic laws or practices) 
further guidance should be provided beyond the recommendation that ”competent authorities are 
encouraged to use their best efforts to resolve any double taxation” and that they “are likely to be 
assisted by the provision of as much information relevant to determining comparability”.  

 

C. Ex post facto review of transfer prices: use of information on comparability 

factors and comparable uncontrolled transactions that is obtained at a significantly 
later date, e.g. during an examination which takes place two or three years after the 
transaction 

The OECD Notes suggest that there may be a number of circumstances where additional analysis 
may be provided at a time that is significantly later than the time that the related party transactions 
were entered into. 

However, it is generally concluded that ‘information that could reasonably have been obtained by the 
taxpayer either at the time of the price-setting or of the filing of the tax return but was not collected 
or used at that time can generally be used at a later stage e.g. during the audit’.    

It is also recognized that there is no definition in the Guidelines of what constitutes hindsight and 
that countries may have different practices in that respect.  It was also recognized that this is an issue 
on which further work might be done by the Working Party. 

Observations 

We agree that definitive guidelines should clarify what constitutes ‘hindsight’.  Further, the 
guidelines should ensure that only information that could reasonably have been obtained by the 
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taxpayer either at the time of the price setting or at the filing of the tax return should be allowed6.  In 
addition, further guidance should be provided as to what additional information is reasonable at the 
time of audit (i.e. there should be limits to the additional analysis that a taxpayer would be expected 
to undertake where additional information comes to light at a much later date).  Once again, this 
guidance should be provided to give taxpayers some framework that, if followed, can provide 
confidence that their transfer pricing will not be challenged based on ‘new information’.  We also 
recommend that neither taxpayers nor tax administrations should be able to make adjustments based 
upon comparable information that did not exist at the time the tax returns were prepared.  It would 
also seem appropriate to provide guidance on the implications of financial statement restatements by 
comparables that are made subsequent to the time that the tax returns were prepared. 

D.     Time of origin of comparable uncontrolled transactions 

The primary conclusion reached in Note D-1 is that contemporaneous information, defined as all 
relevant information relating to the terms and conditions of the controlled transaction under review 
and the terms and conditions of comparable uncontrolled transactions may be expected to provide 
the most reliable information to apply in a comparability analysis.  

Observations 

Although we agree with the conclusion, which in theory is difficult to dispute, this does not provide 
much practical assistance when such information is only available after the tax return is filed.  In 
fact, the proposition that information obtained at a much later date may be used to challenge a 
taxpayer’s transfer pricing would mean a taxpayers can never be confident of their pricing and that 
continued review of past years is required based on emerging information.   

Therefore, further guidelines should be provided to ensure that a ‘hindsight’ review of a taxpayer’s 
transfer pricing is not misused.  

 

 

 

 

                                                   
6 The issue of the relevant tax return filing due dates (which often vary among tax jurisdictions)  should be 
given additional attention  
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3.     Internal comparables 

The current OECD Guidelines do not provide any clear definition of ‘internal comparables’ despite 
their implicit preference for internal comparables (where they exist and are reliable enough) over 
external ones.   

The Working Party notes an increase in the use of external comparables rather than internal 
comparables.  The Working Party indicates a preference for the use of internal comparables and 
supports the use of external comparables when acceptable internal comparables do not exist.    In this 
regard the following advantages have been identified for internal comparables: 

n by comparing two purchase (sales) transactions by the same buyer (seller), the quality of the 
comparability analysis will be enhanced; 

n the financial analysis is likely to be easier and more reliable as it will presumably rely on 
identical accounting practices; and 

n there is more complete, and less costly, access to information.  

Notwithstanding a clear preference for internal comparables, the Guidelines caution against using 
internal comparables that are not reliable.  The Working Party acknowledges that reliable internal 
comparables are not always available and that any transaction between a taxpayer and an unrelated 
party does not automatically mean it can be used as a reliable comparable.  More specifically, the 
five comparability factors – Characteristics of Property or Services, Functionality, Contractual 
Terms, Economic Circumstances and Business Strategies – must be satisfied before an internal 
comparable can be regarded as reliable. (These five factors are discussed in more detail in Draft Note 
6). 

The Working Party suggests that further discussion of internal comparables might be useful in the 
Guidelines.  The Notes further state that internal comparables are particularly useful when the 
transactions involve intangibles and intergroup services, as external comparables are particularly 
difficult to find.  

The Working Party notes that: 

n internal comparables are potentially better under the CUP method; 

n rather than supporting an internal TNMM, internal margin data could be used under the resale 
minus (gross profit) or cost plus methods; 

n information regarding the selection or rejection of internal comparables should be documented; 
and 

n transactions between another member of the MNE group and third parties may provide useful 
data even though they might not qualify as ‘internal comparables’. 

The Working Party proposes that the Guidelines be revised: 

n to provide an explicit definition of ‘internal’ and ‘external’ comparables; 

n to state an explicit preference for internal comparables (subject to comparability standards); 

n to refer to, and discuss, the relevance of transactions between other parts of the MNE and third 
parties; and 
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n to clarify the use of internal comparables when using specific methods or in analysing specific 
types of transactions. 

 

Observations 

If the OECD believes that internal comparables merit increased consideration, it is important that 
the Guidelines clearly enunciate how they are to be used and that the Guidelines provide clear and 
concrete guidance on how internal comparables can be adjusted to increase reliability. 

In our experience, it seems that tax administrations often discount internal comparables unless the 
transactions are virtually identical to the related party transactions in the five comparability factors. 
This appears to be due to discomfort and lack of experience with making adjustments to these 
potential comparables, unlike the case with profits-based methods.   Given this experience, it is 
understandable that taxpayers would be reluctant to incur the costs and additional time to extend the 
search for internal comparables in the manner currently contemplated by the Working Party. The 
apparent propensity of tax administrations to disregard (adjusted) internal comparables would also 
account for the increased use of external comparables.   

The practical problems surrounding the use of internal comparables deserve recognition. In theory, 
each of the uncontrolled transactions within a multinational group would need to be reviewed to 
ascertain whether it might be regarded as a reliable internal comparable for each jurisdiction in 
which the multinational operates (i.e. each revenue authority may require a separate analysis as to 
why a particular internal comparable may not be used in their particular jurisdiction before such 
internal comparable can be rejected).  

A taxpayer could have a number of different types of related party transactions, each of which could 
potentially be benchmarked using internal comparables (e.g. tangible property, intellectual property 
and services).  Therefore, not only does a preference for internal comparables increase the  number 
of potential comparables that need to be reviewed for a given type of transaction, it also increases 
the number of comparability analyses that may be required for different types of related party 
transactions.  Further, to the extent that these internal comparables do not provide adequate 
coverage of all of a taxpayer’s related party transactions, the remaining transactions would still 
need to be benchmarked using more traditional external comparables and potentially profit based 
methods.  Therefore, the use of internal comparables may simply add an additional compliance 
burden on the taxpayer while only addressing a relatively small percentage of its related party 
transactions. 

Therefore, further guidelines should be provided to limit the scope of potential internal comparables 
(e.g. based on markets, size, product type etc) to ensure that potentially unreliable internal 
comparables may be quickly identified and rejected.  This would help to minimize the compliance 
burden on taxpayers and ensure that such comparables are not inappropriately used by either 
taxpayers or revenue authorities.   
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4.     Determination of available sources of information and their 
reliability 

The OECD Notes identify and discuss three sources of information on external comparables as 
discussed below.   

A.     Informal and confidential information 

The problems of limited and asymmetric information are well recognized. 

Observations 

The discussion here seems to us unbalanced.  A consensus that taxpayers should not use private 
information is reported; yet tax authorities using secret comparables are simply encouraged to apply 
safeguards. 

We believe the OECD should roundly reject the use of non-public domain information that is not 
equally available to taxpayers and tax authorities.  One of the central thrusts of the OECD Notes is 
the importance of a full analysis of the comparability of the conditions of the controlled and 
uncontrolled transactions.  Such an exercise is not straightforward and it is reasonable that 
taxpayers should have the opportunity to review an analysis when proposed by a tax authority in the 
same way that a tax authority is able to review the analysis proposed by the taxpayer.  This cannot 
happen when the tax authority proposes to use secret comparables.  There is a more crucial aspect 
to the use of secret comparables- are there potential secret comparables that were identified, but not 
used, by the tax authority which might have been more beneficial to the taxpayer?  There is then a 
great danger that, in the words of the discussion of Draft Issues Note 1, transfer pricing is reduced 
to a ‘mere search for comparables’. 

In particular, we believe the Guidelines should contain a generic statement regarding the 
importance of ensuring that taxpayers and tax administrators are required to present the same level 
of detailed information (i.e. the importance of ‘symmetric’ information) in their transfer pricing 
analyses.  In the event that a tax administration challenges a taxpayer’s transfer pricing analysis, the 
tax administration should be required to prepare an alternative analysis that is at least as detailed 
as the analysis conducted by the taxpayer.   

B.     Databases 

The OECD Notes discuss commercial and proprietary data bases.    The Working Party identifies 
several limitations to commercial data bases and suggests that they should not be used alone.  Certain 
concerns as to completeness and disclosure are expressed in respect of proprietary data bases.   

Observations 

We fully agree that databases are only one source of information; should not be used in isolation; 
and should only be used if and to the extent that internal comparables are not available or reliable. 

It may be possible to review the experience and policies of tax authorities on the use of databases.  
In particular, it is not always clear to taxpayers when, in the absence of internal comparables, tax 
authorities will expect a database search to be used in support of a transfer pricing analysis. 
Although tax authorities could reduce the burden on taxpayers by indicating the margins they will 
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not or are unlikely to challenge for simple and small transactions, we are aware of the difficulties 
that such general guidance may present to tax authorities. 

The discussions elsewhere in the document on compliance costs and proportionality of effort are 
relevant here in view of the cost of a database search (particularly one augmented by a review of 
other sources as called for in the discussion of this issue). 

At the same time, however, we also recognise: 

n the compliance costs that taxpayers have to incur in order to determine whether or not they fall 
within the appropriate range, which tend to reduce the compliance cost savings to taxpayers; 
and 

n the practical difficulties associated with achieving agreement between revenue authorities 
regarding the design of general target ranges which should produce the potential administrative 
cost savings to revenue authorities.  

C.     Public information 

The OECD Notes identify potential sources and types of publicly available information that might be 
useful in a comparability analysis.  The Working Party notes that public information may deal with 
consolidated entities and results and, as such, may provide little information on the value of a given 
function.   

Observations 

We agree that the public information sources cited are useful and, as noted above, that they should 
be drawn on to the extent reasonably practical and appropriate in view of the scale and complexity 
of the transaction.  However, we are puzzled by the following statement in Paragraph 35: ‘It is also 
possible to conduct a search that is as exhaustive as possible using public information, without using 
a commercial database’. This may be literally true, in that it would be possible, as commercial 
databases assemble publicly available information.  However, the cost would be massively greater 
than using a commercial database.   

Even though public analyses and other information may be primarily concerned with the 
consolidated entity as a whole, such information may identify key assets, functions or risks of the 
taxpayer and, when combined with the taxpayer’s functional analysis may assist in the analysis of 
comparables.   

The use of the Internet deserves specific consideration.  In our experience, this source has much 
improved the availability of information.  However, the Internet is ‘live’, which raises issues of 
reproducibility.  As stated in our response to Issue Note 7 below, we believe that the retention of 
appropriate documentation is the answer.  It must be acknowledged that the risk of ‘cherry picking’ 
will remain.  However, it is necessary to balance this risk against the value of the source of 
information when the alternatives available are often poor and almost invariably very costly. 

D.     Foreign source or non-domestic comparables 

Observations 

We agree that in considering whether non domestic data should be used, the relative significance of 
market differences (including whether reliable adjustments can be made for material differences) 
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needs to be considered, together with the available comparable information in the same market, and 
a judgement made. 
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5.     Uncontrolled transactions 

A.     Description of the issue and existing guidance 

As companies become more vertically integrated it is becoming more difficult to identify 
comparables, particularly in certain industries within certain jurisdictions.  This raises the issue of 
whether external controlled transactions should be used to benchmark other controlled transactions. 

B.     Extent to which controlled transactions can be used in a transfer pricing 
analysis 

The Working Party concluded that controlled transactions [of third parties] should not be used as the 
basis for a transfer pricing adjustment but that such information on controlled transactions may 
provide valuable indications of an industry sector’s behaviours and trends.  Therefore such 
information may be useful for taxpayers in the risk assessment phase and for tax administrations in 
the process of identifying taxpayers for examination.   

C.      Alternative options 

The Working Party concedes the increasing difficulty in finding transactions between independent 
parties and identifies various potential solutions.  

C-1 Broadening the search 
As possible alternatives the following strategies were identified: 

n use information on uncontrolled transactions taking place in the same industry and comparable 
geographical market but performed by third parties that may have different business strategies, 
business models or slightly different economic circumstances;  

n use industry comparables from other jurisdictions); 

n use same market comparables in different industries. 

Depending on the facts and circumstances of the case any of the above options might be acceptable, 
and it is not desirable to be prescriptive in this respect.   

Observations 

Given the difficulties in identifying appropriate comparables, the ability to broaden the search would 
be desirable.  In particular the use of global or regional comparables to support such analysis would 
increase the ability of practitioners to identify potential comparables.   

However, other issues will remain, not the least of which is what, if any, further guidance should be 
provided regarding appropriate situations as to when a good global or regional comparable is 
preferred to a poor local one.  If regional or global comparables are endorsed then further guidance 
should also be provided in reliably and objectively making comparability adjustments for different 
countries to improve comparability (refer discussion below on ‘Determination of and making 
comparability adjustments where appropriate’).  In practice it is difficult to make such adjustments 
on an objective and reliable basis. 
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C-2 Uncontrolled transactions carried out by MNE groups 
The possibility of using stand alone financial information of subsidiaries within an MNE was 
identified as an additional source of potential comparables, provided that the five comparability 
factors could be met, that the information could be reliably disaggregated and that the financial 
results were not affected by some other controlled transactions. 

Observations 

Based on practical experience there would not generally be sufficient information on the 
uncontrolled transactions of a third party subsidiary to allow the use of this information in 
comparability analyses.  It would also be difficult to determine whether the margins of the controlled 
entity are influenced by other factors such as ‘economies of scope’ discussed later in this document.   
Even if such information were available, the ability to systematically identify it would be so costly as 
to make this approach generally unworkable from an administrative perspective. 

If the use of such data is to be encouraged, further guidance should be provided on when it would be 
acceptable in a comparability analysis. However, our strong view would be that taxpayers should 
not be required to explore this source of information because the cost of doing so will in almost all 
circumstances not be justified by the value of the results yielded. 

C-3 Possible use of consolidated data 
Although the use of consolidated financial information has been identified as potentially useful in a 
comparability analysis, it was concluded that such information could only be reliably used where the 
consolidated group carried out a single type of reasonably homogeneous transaction. 

Observations 

We agree that the use of consolidated information is generally problematic.  However, its use should 
be further considered not just when there are homogeneous transactions, but also when there are a 
bundle of highly integrated transactions.  It can be just as unreliable to separately benchmark the 
financial results of a single type of transaction as it can be to benchmark a bundle of seemingly 
different but highly integrated transactions. 

C-4 Influence of minority shareholders 
The Working Party concluded that the presence of minority shareholders does not necessarily lead to 
outcomes of a taxpayer’s controlled transactions being closer to arm’s length 

However, notwithstanding the overriding conclusion that the presence of minority shareholders does 
not necessarily lead to arm’s length outcomes, it was agreed that the presence of minority 
shareholders is one of the elements that may be taken into account in the analysis. 

Observations 

There are a significant number of joint venture arrangements where it is clear that the parties are 
operating at arm’s length given the nature of the economic tensions between the two parties.  To 
indicate that the existence of minority shareholders is only a factor to be considered does not 
adequately recognise the potential importance of this factor in ensuring an arm’s length outcome. 

Therefore, given the increasing use of joint venture arrangements, particularly in connection with 
large complex and risky business arrangements, further guidance should be provided as to the level 
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and nature of minority shareholding that would be required  to support an overall arm’s length 
conclusion. 
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6.     Examining the five comparability factors 

A. General comments on the five comparability factors: evaluating the importance 
of missing information on the five comparability factors for external comparables 

The Working Party identifies a gap between the extent to which detailed information is available for 
internal and external comparable transactions. The availability of information on external 
comparables is a key issue; and it goes beyond considerations of cost.  The Working Party comments 
that, when detailed information is not available, the taxpayer should exercise judgment to determine 
the effect of the missing information on the comparability analysis. 

Observations 

The position taken in the discussion – that the potential materiality of the missing information is the 
key question – is the correct one in principle.  However, this fails to recognize the practical extent of 
the limitations of information and the consequential uncertainty that taxpayers would face as to the 
acceptability of comparable company benchmarks. 

In its discussion, the Working Group provides an example in which a comparable would be excluded 
on the grounds that, following a change in ownership and reorganization which affected the cost 
structure and pricing policy, the comparability of its strategy could not be presumed.  If this 
information were available, the conclusion that the comparable should be rejected is 
incontrovertible.  But the example is predicated a on a level of information far exceeding that which 
is typically available. 

Indeed, the main practical issue is what should be done in the absence of information on the five 
comparability factors which remotely approaches the standards envisaged by the current Guidelines.  
It is this paucity of information that is largely responsible for any over-emphasis on comparative 
margin analysis. 

With respect to the five OECD comparability factors, we note that: 

1. Product/service comparability can only very rarely be evaluated to acceptable standards for 
other than internal uncontrolled transactions. 

 
2. The assignment of functions and risks between the parties can rarely be established and 

there is a presumption of differences as vertically integrated companies are likely to seek to 
avoid duplication of effort.  A frequently encountered issue is whether potential comparables 
are operating at the same level of the market. 

 
3. Contractual terms and conditions are unlikely to be ascertainable unless subject to industry 

norms or regulatory standard. 
 

4. Economic circumstances can be evaluated on a crude geographic level and data on market 
characteristics is usually available (at a cost). 

 
5. Information on third party business strategies is not systematically available; indeed its 

confidentiality is often jealously guarded. 
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From a practical perspective, these factors can only be evaluated for third party comparables on a 
high level.  Therefore if the standards for evaluating the five factors are not tempered,  there is a risk 
that, of the OECD transfer pricing methods, only profit split, which inherently places much less 
reliance on information on uncontrolled transactions, will meet the standards set by the Guidelines 
for a large majority of transactions.   

There is therefore a need for more guidance on when the amount of information available is 
acceptable.  We anticipate that in many cases this standard will not be met, at least not at a 
reasonable cost to the taxpayer.  As already indicated in our response on Issue Note 1, we therefore 
recommend that work be undertaken on alternative frameworks to simulate arm’s length outcomes. 

B. Discussion of specific issues in relation to each of the five comparability 
factors 

B-1 Characteristics of property or services 
The OECD Notes indicate that, if possible, the focus of comparability analysis should be on the same 
products or services, broadening out to include other product groups if strictly necessary, and that 
functional comparability alone is not sufficient since: 

n a portfolio of functions which is apparently the same in two cases may, on deeper analysis, be 
very different in nature and value in the two (product) market contexts; and 

n seemingly different transactions can, on closer analysis, prove to be highly integrated and 
therefore the evaluation of the stand alone profits arising from each transactions is not 
appropriate. 

Observations 

We agree, in principle, with the Working Party’s comments.  A reinforcement of these points is 
helpful.  The question is whether it is possible to go further and define boundaries for the acceptable 
level of product comparability.  Is it the case, as the example in Paragraph 16 appears to suggest, 
that a broad search for consumer goods distributors would not meet the comparability standards 
required to evaluate a controlled transaction between a manufacturer and a distributor of candles?  
Even guidance on this level would be helpful.  When providing that guidance, however, it is essential 
to recognise that there are practical constraints on the amount of information available relating to 
product comparability. 

B-2 Functional analysis 
The OECD Notes discuss the objectives of a functional analysis as well as the limitations on the 
information available in respect of comparables. The OECD Notes also identify a number of relevant 
practices.   

Observations 

It is useful to have the importance of a complete functional analysis of the related party transaction 
restated. Moreover, we would suggest that the necessity of focusing the analysis on the identification 
and ascription between the parties of ‘economically important functions, assets and risks’ deserves 
reinforcement as one of the weaknesses of the ‘checklist’ approach referred to in Paragraph 19 is 
the fact that it typically does not place the functional analysis in a ‘value context’ which is itself 
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derived from the analysis of economic circumstances (industry analysis) and business strategies 
(company analysis). 

However, as already noted and emphasized throughout this submission, the problem of poor or 
incomplete information is central.  A reinforcement of the importance of data quality is one thing; to 
do something about it is another.   

The example given in paragraph 21 illustrates the difficulty.  The deficiencies identified are a 
commonplace to the practitioner.  Again, reliance has to be placed on the information that is 
available subject to the costs of obtaining it. 

We believe there is a need for the Guidelines to provide some guidance on the level of functional 
analysis that should be undertaken for a tested party when information constraints limit the extent of 
functional analysis that is possible for the comparable company.  There is little point in conducting a 
detailed functional analysis for the tested party when there is insufficient information available to 
permit a similarly detailed functional analysis of the comparable company. 

B-3 Contractual terms 
The OECD Notes identify difficulties in establishing contractual terms for comparables.  The focus 
of the discussion here is on issues of re-characterization, which are of great importance but rather 
outside the main scope of these Issues Notes. 

Observations 

Whilst we would therefore not propose to address these points in detail, we would observe that the 
structure of transactions undertaken by third parties can be a fallible guide to the appropriate 
structure of controlled transactions, as the group may have designed its business model for the 
express purpose of achieving greater efficiency in the management of risks and functions than could 
be achieved through arm’s length commercial relationships supported by contractual structures.  In 
these circumstances, what unrelated parties would have done in comparable circumstances (i.e. the 
prudent business management test outlined in Paragraph 20 of Issue Note 1) may be a more helpful 
starting point.  However, even then, we note that a vertically integrated company may undertake a 
range of transactions to improve its overall operational efficiency that would not be necessary 
between unrelated parties.  As a result, it may be difficult to identify third party arm’s length 
comparables for those transactions.  This suggests that, in such circumstances, the key question is 
whether there is a commercial justification for those transactions.  

B-4 Economic circumstances 
The OECD Notes indicate that both quantitative and qualitative criteria can be used to evaluate this 
factor.  Whether regional comparability studies will be accepted is a key question for taxpayers and 
practitioners and has a major impact on compliance costs. 

Observations 

In our view, availability of information to tax authorities should not raise issues over and above 
those considered in Issue Note 4.  Tax authorities should be subject to an equivalent to the ‘business 
prudence test’ applied to taxpayers and it should be assumed that the (reasonable) cost of public 
domain information will not be a barrier to its availability. 

More difficult issues do arise as to whether markets within regions are sufficiently similar to make a 
regional analysis.  Here, the Notes identify some useful criteria in Paragraph 39 focusing on the 
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similarity of the business model of the taxpayer across countries.  In our view this is a useful test 
which can be applied without the need to undertake detailed country research, although there would, 
inevitably, be judgments to be made as to the degree of similarity in products, strategy and 
functions/risks required.  In addition, further guidance is required as to which is preferable – a bad 
local comparable (from a ‘functions, assets and risks’ perspective) or a good regional comparable 
(from a ‘functions, assets and risks’ perspective).  That is, further guidance is required on whether a 
‘functions, assets and risks’ analysis should dominate comparability analysis, as opposed to an 
analysis of market circumstances.   

However, we are puzzled by Paragraph 40, which appears to undermine the clarity of Paragraph 39. 

B-5 Business strategies 
The OECD Notes discuss the difficulties in ascertaining third party business strategies.  Paragraph 43 
implies a sceptical approach to market penetration strategies.   

Observations 

Market penetration strategies are an important issue.  Our general experience is that, in appropriate 
circumstances, tax authorities will generally accept that it can take up to three years for a new 
market entrant to achieve profitability.  If guidance is to be contemplated which might lead to a 
change in practice, we would recommend that the issue be addressed in greater detail.  Given that 
multinational groups do enter markets on a larger scale through affiliates than would be possible 
through independents, the question is how are these circumstances to be treated for transfer pricing 
purposes?  The market penetration strategy approach is one option.  Others would be support 
payments (which may raise wider tax issues) or differential pricing, which could be below cost. 

In particular, the Guidelines need to recognise that market penetration strategies can fail.  It 
appears that revenue authorities are adopting the highly unrealistic assumption that the local 
investments made by a multinational company trying to penetrate the local market should always 
pay off over a specified period of time.  In reality, however, the recovery of those costs can take a lot 
longer than many revenue authorities expect (e.g. much longer than 2 to 3 years), and in some cases 
those costs may never be recovered.    
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7.     Selecting or rejecting third parties and third party transactions: 
degree of objectivity of the list of external comparables 

A. Description of a typical process for identifying comparable transactions and 
using data so obtained 

Observations 

The framework of the process of determining and parameterizing the appropriate transfer pricing 
method is in accordance with our experience.  As discussed elsewhere in the Notes, Step 1 (broad-
based analysis) often does not attract the attention it deserves. 

B. Degree of objectivity of the list of comparables: the �additive� and �deductive� 
approaches 

The OECD Notes describe two acceptable approaches to identifying comparables:  the ‘additive 
approach’ where potential comparables are added to the analysis based upon industry knowledge); 
and the ‘deductive approach’ where comparables are eliminated from a population of potential 
comparables. 

Observations 

We agree with the points made about the importance of using qualitative data in the screening 
process; justifying and documenting the search so that it can be reproduced; and the 
complementarity of the additive and deductive approaches. 

We note with interest that Paragraph 11 states that the additive approach may be used in isolation if 
third party transactions of which the taxpayer is knowledgeable can be identified.  In principle, we 
agree with this point although it may be that some of the information used is private and therefore 
not admissible under the principles established in Draft Issues Note 4.  However, as discussed 
elsewhere in this response, this approach is consistent with our view that information available to 
the taxpayer from its business operations (including internal and external comparables) should be 
used to the maximum extent possible in view of the difficulty of obtaining adequate information on 
external comparables from databases and other generally available sources. 

The discussion of the deductive approach does not mention the use of the Internet.  This is an 
invaluable source of complementary qualitative information, but it can also be used to identify 
potential additional comparables.  (See comment on Issue Note 4.) 

Other sources that can be used in implementing the deductive approach are trade association 
membership lists and industry studies.   

C. Transparency and reproducibility of the process followed to select or reject 
comparables 

Observations 

As already noted, we agree that documentation should ensure the transparency of the search 
process.  However, in our view, regardless of its desirability as a principle, reproducibility cannot be 
treated as an absolute requirement.  Most particularly, as just noted, the Internet is an important 
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source of information.  However, it is of course ‘live’, which makes it impossible to provide 
assurance that a search is reproducible.  In our view this should not be a barrier to its use.  
However, it is important that the taxpayer should document the Internet search and retain copies of 
information derived from the internet search in evaluating potential comparables. The risk of ‘cherry 
picking’ is more than offset by the value of information from this source. (Again, this point is also 
made in our response to Issue Note 4.) 

In addition, it is also important to recognise that there is a risk that revenue authorities may seek to 
‘cherry pick’ data as well.  As discussed in our response to Issue Note 4, this risk is best addressed 
by requiring both taxpayers and revenue authorities to provide similar levels of detailed information 
in their comparability analyses.  If a revenue authority chooses to challenge a taxpayer’s 
comparability analysis through the preparation of an alternative comparability analysis, that 
alterative analysis should be as least as detailed as the taxpayer’s original analysis so that the 
taxpayer can respond.   
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8.     Determination of and making comparability adjustments where 
appropriate 

A.     Existing guidance 

The existing guidelines are quite clear regarding the need to adjust comparables for material 
differences to improve accuracy and reliability.  These guidelines are in the context of both the 
transaction methods (i.e. the CUP, resale price and cost plus methods) as well as the profit based 
methods (i.e. the transactional net margin or comparable profits methods).  The guidelines go on to 
say that ‘reasonably accurate’ adjustments can be made to eliminate the material effect of any 
differences should be made. 

Observations 

It is generally accepted, and we agree, that adjustments which address material differences and 
reliably improve comparability should be made.  However, it is not clear under what circumstances 
such adjustments should be made and how such adjustments should be calculated. 

In particular, the guidelines would suggest that there is a residual concern that such adjustment may 
be inappropriate even where such adjustments can be reliably made and will improve comparability.  
The residual concerns arise when these adjustments are too large or too small.  When the 
adjustments are relatively large, questions are raised regarding the underlying comparables and 
taxpayers may be instructed to find better comparables. Alternatively, when the adjustments are 
relatively small, the benefits to be derived from their use are often questioned.  In either case, the 
taxpayer is often confused as to whether or not such comparability adjustments should be made. 

Therefore, further guidance should be provided around the circumstances under which these 
adjustments may be appropriate and for the more common adjustments guidelines as to how these 
adjustments should be calculated.  

B.     Practical experience in adjusting comparables 

B-1 Accounting adjustments 
It is recognized that “it is almost impossible for a taxpayer to identify all differences in accounting 
standards and accordingly adjust their accounts on the basis of publicly available information”. In 
particular, categories of adjustments raised; timing differences that reverse over time, or 
classification differences whereby certain operations recorded in different accounting lines (e.g. in 
cost of goods sold versus operating expenses) which can have a material impact if a gross margin 
method such as the resale price method is used are particularly difficult.   

Observations 

Many of these accounting related adjustments may not be required from a practical perspective 
given the following approaches that may be followed in a standard comparability analysis: 

n Use of local comparables generally addresses the issue of fundamentally different accounting 
methods although GAAP allows some flexibility in the selection of accounting policies. 

n Use of multiple year analysis effectively eliminates the potential inconsistencies caused by most 
timing difference (or at least minimizes their impact). 
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n Use of a profits-based transfer pricing method effectively reduces the potential inconsistencies 
caused by most classification differences. 

n Use of comparables in the same industry may eliminate or at least greatly reduce the potential 
for inconsistent treatment of key items in the financial statements. 

n A review of financial policies disclosed in the financial statements should identify major 
differences in accounting policies between comparables and the taxpayer.  However, our 
experience is that this procedure is rarely followed in practice.  

If these potential accounting issues are not addressed through the overall approach to the 
comparability analysis it is unlikely that the level of information required to make appropriate 
adjustments would be available.   

Therefore, if such adjustments are required, further guidance should be provided as to the particular 
circumstances under which they would be expected and how they would be calculated.  

B-2 Balance sheet or asset intensity adjustments 
These are the most common adjustments and, although not always required generally are relatively 
non-controversial.   

Observations 

In concept, we agree with the use of these adjustments where they address material differences 
between comparables and the tested party.  We do not believe that these adjustments should be 
mandated in cases where differences in asset intensity are immaterial or minor.  However, guidance 
should be provided as the circumstances under which these adjustments including when relatively 
large adjustments would indicate a potential underlying comparability issue. 

In addition, further guidance should be provided in connection with the appropriateness of making 
other balance sheet related adjustments that goes to the underlying structural capital requirements 
of the comparables.   

B-3 Other adjustments 
It is recognized that there may be other adjustments that may improve comparability and that it 
would not be possible or desirable to make a list of all the possible comparability adjustments. 

Observations 

Although we agree that it is not possible or desirable to make a list of all possible comparability 
adjustments, further guidance should be provided as to when such adjustments would be 
appropriate.  In particular, these guidelines should clarify circumstances in which the ‘differences in 
functions and risks may not be per se eliminated in this way’. 

C.     Acceptability of comparability adjustments 

The overall conclusion was that ‘comparability adjustments should only be considered where they 
can be expected to increase the reliability of the results.’ 
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Observations 

Although we are in overall agreement with this conclusion, the key question on which further 
guidance is required is whether reliability is improved by making the adjustment or whether the 
adjustment needs to be made at all. 

C-1 Quality of data being adjusted 
The need to make adjustments should be considered based on the assumption that reasonable 
attempts have been made to meet the five comparability factors discussed above, that is, that 
adjustments are being made to the best available comparables. 

Observations 

Further guidance should be provided to address the question whether it is more reliable to make 
adjustments to the identified comparables or whether alternative comparables are required.  That is, 
under what circumstances can taxpayers be comfortable that the adjustment provides a closer 
approximation than does the use of alternative comparables that may not lend themselves to reliable 
comparability adjustments? (i.e. when is a appropriately adjusted comparable preferred to less 
reliable unadjusted comparable?) 

C-2 Purpose of the adjustment performed 
The overall conclusion was that adjustments should not be made to correct differences that have no 
material effect on the comparisons. 

Observations 

Whilst the conclusion appears self evident there are practical issues to address.  In particular, the 
adjustments to improve comparability may have immaterial effect on some comparables and more 
significant impact on others. 

Therefore, further guidance should be provided as to whether such comparability adjustments should 
be consistently applied across the entire set of comparables or only for those comparables which 
result in a more material adjustment.   

C-3 Cases where not all the transactions being prepared are capable of being adjusted 
A potential issue identified was that not all transactions being compared are capable of being 
adjusted, raising the potential of making adjustments to the tested party. 

Observations 

We agree that further guidance should be provided as to how certain categories of generally 
accepted adjustments should be calculated.   

In addition, further, guidance should also be provided as to when it may be appropriate to adjust the 
results of the tested party rather than the comparables.  In particular, further guidance as to when 
adjustments may be made to the tested party for abnormal or extraordinary items.  These factors can 
significantly impact the financial performance of the tested party and produce unreliable 
conclusions. Situations that are particularly problematic involve analyses where a profit based 
method is used and multiple year analysis is not allowed.   

For example, if the taxpayer has been subject to a cost or demand shock not experienced by the 
comparables (e.g. a failed product launch), it is often practicable to prepare an analysis adjusting 
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for the impact using taxpayer information when it would not be possible to make adjustments to the 
comparables. 

C-4 Reliability of the adjustment performed 

Comments received from the business community suggested that it would be helpful to establish a 
clearly stated principle that a taxpayer should make reasonable efforts to adjust for comparability 
differences in the light of the information available. 

As noted in paragraph 30 of the Notes, this does not mean that comparability adjustments that are not 
reliable and reasonably accurate might be acceptable.  Rather, it means that there is a need for a 
reasonable application of the guidance in relation to comparability adjustments – that is, one that 
involves taxpayers and tax administrators exercising judgement before performing or rejecting a 
judgement. 

As a result, paragraph 31 of the Notes concludes that further guidance on what constitutes a ‘reliable’ 
adjustment could be useful. 

Observations 

We agree with the recommendation that further guidance is required on what constitutes a ‘reliable’ 
adjustment.  In particular, these guidelines should address the level of detail is required for such 
non-standard adjustments such as those made to account for country risk or general economic 
conditions.   

C-5 Consequence of having performed a well focused and reliable enough adjustment 

Observations 

We agree with the statement in paragraph 37 of the Notes on comparability adjustments that: 

 ‘While adjustments should be rejected where they do not satisfy the above requirements in terms of 
quality of adjusted data, purpose and reliability of adjustment performed, adjustments that do satisfy 
these requirements should be accepted in good faith and should not be rejected simply because they 
have changed the comparables’ results enough to change the range they determine’. 

We note, however, that there are other statements in the Notes that seem to contradict this general 
policy of accepting comparability adjustments when they are reliable.  In particular, these 
statements appear to suggest that: 

n numerous and large comparability adjustments should be rejected.  Paragraph 27 suggests that 
‘… numerous or very material adjustments to key factors might not be acceptable.  Too many 
adjustments or adjustments that too greatly affect the comparable may indicate that the third 
party transaction being adjusted is in fact not sufficiently comparable’; and 

n small, immaterial, comparability adjustments need not be performed and can be left to local 
custom.  Paragraph 28 suggests that ‘A comparison should not be rejected just because of an 
unadjusted difference if such difference has no material affect on the comparability.  On the 
other hand, differences that do not materially affect the comparability should not be adjusted, 
otherwise the risk is to encourage adjustments that are not needed and might be mainly 
motivated by the desire to influence the outcome of the analysis.’  
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We recommend further guidance be provided to indicate that the key issue is the reliability of the 
comparability adjustments.  If the adjustments are reliable and improve the overall comparability 
analysis, it should not matter whether they are numerous, large or small.  

C-6 Documentation 

Observations 

n We agree that comparability adjustments, whether performed by the taxpayer or a tax 
administration, are part of the comparability analysis and should be appropriately documented 
in order to ensure the needed level of transparency.  We concur with the documentation criteria 
set out in the Notes. 

C-7 Testing the comparability adjustment 

Observations 

We also agree that when a comparability adjustment is made, it should not only be properly 
documented, it should also be tested to ensure that it improves comparability. 

D.     Preliminary conclusion on comparability adjustments and possible areas for 
future work 

Taking into account its deliberations and the comments of business, the Working Party concluded 
that it might be worth considering further work in two directions: 

n expand the existing guidance and develop a common platform of principles and concepts that 
ought to be adopted in performing comparability adjustments, including the circumstances under 
which they would typically be undertaken; and 

n develop guidance on working capital adjustments, as this is the most commonly observed 
comparability adjustment.  

Observations 

We agree that further guidance should be provided as to what constitutes ‘a reasonably accurate 
adjustment’.  We also believe that further guidance should be provided as to when such adjustments 
should be made (i.e. to address the question of minor adjustments that do not have a significant 
impact on results and major adjustments which may call into question underlying comparability).  
That is, not only should guidance be provided as what constitutes a ‘reasonably accurate 
adjustment’ but when such adjustment would be acceptable. It appears from the discussion that it is 
not enough that an adjustment is reasonably accurate and improves comparability.   
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9. Multiple year data 

A.     Existing guidance 

As noted in the Guidelines, multiple year data can provide a useful source of information regarding: 

n the complete facts and circumstances surrounding the controlled transaction (paragraph 1.49); 
and 

n the relevant business and product life cycles of the comparables (paragraph 1.50). 

In addition, data for the years following the transaction may also be relevant for the analysis of 
transfer pricing, so long as revenue authorities exercise care to avoid the use of ‘hindsight’ 
(paragraph 1.51).  

Observations 

The existing guidance is incomplete as it does not sufficiently address the role of multiple year data 
in transfer pricing analysis (e.g., selection of comparables;  setting a range?)   

B.     Comments received from the business community 

The comments received from the business community confirm, however, that there is considerable 
confusion at the moment regarding the manner in which multiple year data can be used for these 
purposes.  

Observations 

This confusion is understandable given that: 

n the Guidelines currently provide little guidance as to how to use multiple year data in the 
manner envisaged by paragraphs 1.49  to 1.51 of the Guidelines; and 

n paragraph 3.30 of the Guidelines incorrectly implies that paragraphs 1.49 to 1.51 involve the 
application of multiple year averages (as discussed in section D-2 of the Notes). 

C.     A few considerations related to the use of multiple year data 

The following benefits associated with the use of multiple year data have been identified: 

n improve the understanding of the controlled transactions (in the manner outlined in paragraphs 
1.49 to 1.51 of the Guidelines); 

n help revenue authorities to assess the probability of a transfer of income at the time of price 
setting; and 

n improve the process of selecting third party comparables by: 

− identifying results which may indicate significant variance from the underlying comparability 
characteristics of the controlled transaction being reviewed, in some cases leading to the 
rejection of a comparable; and/or 

− ensuring that both the taxpayer and the third party comparable are at the same points of the 
business cycle. 
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Observations 

Although we generally agree with the benefits identified, as noted in the first two bullet points of 
paragraph 7, despite these benefits the Guidelines should not mandate the use of multiple year data 
in all cases (as has been suggested by some commentators), since the associated compliance costs 
may more than offset the benefits of any resulting improvements in the analysis.  Rather, the 
Guidelines should specify that multiple year data should only be used where it adds value to the 
transfer pricing analysis. 

In addition, as noted in the third bullet point of paragraph 7, it is essential to ensure that the 
Guidelines clearly distinguish between the uses of multiple year data for: 

n the purposes of obtaining a broader understanding of the context of a transaction (i.e. for the 
purposes outlined in paragraphs 1.49 to 1.51 of the Guidelines); and 

n the purposes of determining an arm’s length range to use when no uncontrolled transactions are 
available for the year in which the controlled transaction occurs, but uncontrolled transactions 
data is available for prior years (i.e. for ‘statistical purposes’). 

Our suggested approach for distinguishing between these two different issues is outlined in section E 
below. 

C-1 Multiple year data and cycles 

Observations 

We agree with paragraph 10 of the Notes that multiple year data can be useful where a taxpayer’s 
transactions are affected by economic/business or product cycles. 

As noted in the first two bullet points of paragraph 11, if a taxpayer is operating in an industry 
which experiences economic cycles, the use of multiple year data can help identify the nature and 
extent of the business cycle affecting the transactions of both the taxpayer and the third parties (e.g. 
the duration and amplitude of the cycle).  

In particular, as noted by the third bullet point of paragraph 11, the use of multiple year data can 
help to determine the extent to which the taxpayer and the third party comparables are at the same 
stage of the business cycle (i.e. whether the taxpayer is ‘in phase’ or ‘out of phase’ to some extent 
with the business cycles of the third party comparables).  In cases where the taxpayer is at a different 
stage of the business cycle from some third parties, it may be more appropriate to use: 

n current year data from other third parties that are at a similar stage of the business cycle at the 
time of the uncontrolled transaction; or 

n prior year data from those third parties that are at a later stage of the business cycle than the 
taxpayer (in those cases where there are no third parties at a comparable stage of the business 
cycle). 

In addition, the use of multiple year data also can help to identify any differences in the amplitude of 
the cyclical variations experienced by the taxpayer and third party comparables (e.g. it may indicate 
that the taxpayer is consistently affected to a greater or lesser extent than other third party 
comparables by these fluctuations in the business cycle). 

As noted in the fourth bullet point of paragraph 11, this information can then be used to assess the 
effect of any significant differences between the taxpayer’s and the third parties’ business cycles.   
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In order to assist with that process, it would be useful for the Guidelines to provide a number of 
examples that illustrate the practices that should be followed when selecting appropriate third party 
comparables where there are differences in the duration and amplitude of business cycles 
experienced by the taxpayer and the third party comparables.    

C-2 Multiple year data in loss-making situations 

Observations 

As noted in paragraph 1.53 of the Guidelines ‘The fact that there is an enterprise making losses that 
is doing business with profitable members of its MNE group may suggest to taxpayers or tax 
administrators that the transfer pricing should be examined’. 

However, it is important to ensure that this paragraph is not read in isolation as suggesting that tax 
administrations should initiate transfer pricing investigations for all taxpayers in a tax loss position, 
regardless of whether the taxpayer has been consistently reporting profits in most preceding years 
(as appears to be the practice of tax administrations in some jurisdictions). 

Rather, the preferable approach is for tax administrators to use multiple year data in order to 
ascertain whether those taxpayers have been in a tax loss position for periods in excess of what is 
considered to be ‘reasonable’ on the basis of comparable independent third party loss data.  That is, 
it is important to ensure that paragraph 1.53 is read in conjunction with paragraph 1.54 which: 

n recognises that recurring businesses losses for a reasonable period of time may be justified for 
businesses to enter new markets, increase their share of an existing market, introduce new 
products or services, or discourage potential competitors; and 

n notes that a transfer pricing adjustment may be appropriate where data over several years show 
that losses have been incurred for a period longer than that affecting comparable businesses 
enterprises. 

As a result, we agree with paragraph 14 of the Notes, multiple year data on the losses incurred by 
comparable independent third parties can assist in determining whether the taxpayer’s loss making 
period is ‘reasonable’ or exceeds those of comparable independent parties.  

However, we recommend that paragraph 1.53 be reworded in order to avoid conveying the 
misleading impression that tax administrators should investigate all taxpayers reporting tax losses, 
even when there is multiple year data that suggests those taxpayers have been consistently reporting 
profits in most previous years.  
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C-3 Use of multiple year data to examine volatility or to detect anomalies in third party 
 data 

Multiple year data is also useful when: 

n selecting the set of third party comparables.  Paragraph 15 of the Notes, indicates that 
information concerning the volatility of third party data over time may be of assistance in the 
selection of the set of third party comparables; and 

n detecting anomalies in third party information (e.g. identifying extreme results in certain years).   

Observations 

It is important, however, for the Guidelines to note that: 

n third party data should not be rejected simply on the grounds that it is more volatile over time 
than the controlled transaction.  Rather, before rejecting a third party from the set of 
comparables, it is essential to determine the reasons for that greater volatility.  In particular, it 
is essential to determine that the difference in observed volatility is due to factors that suggest 
the controlled and uncontrolled transactions are not comparable.  For example, if it is 
determined that the greater volatility is due to different risk characteristics, as in the case of the 
example cited in paragraph 15, then it may be necessary to exclude that third party for the set of 
comparables where the tested transaction is a low risk activity; and 

n it is necessary to determine the reasons for those extreme results before determining whether to 
eliminate the comparable or exclude the year in which the results are influenced by the non-
comparable events.  

D.     Issues that should not be confused with the use of multiple year data 

Observations 

One of the main problems with the existing guidelines on the use of multiple year data is the 
confusion that currently surrounds the purposes of those guidelines. 

As noted in the Notes, the existing multiple year data guidelines (i.e. paragraphs 1.49 to 1.51 of the 
Guidelines) are meant to describe situations where multiple year data can be used for the purpose of 
developing a better understanding of a taxpayer’s transaction and/or its potential comparables.  
They are not meant to relate to the use of multiple year data for other purposes such as: 

n adjusting a taxpayer’s profits over a number of years; and 

n ‘statistical’ purposes (i.e. using multiple prior year data when data is not available on 
comparable uncontrolled transactions for the period in which the controlled transaction occurs). 

D-1 Adjustment of a taxpayer’s profits over a multiple year period of time 

Observations 

As discussed in paragraph 17 of the Notes, the issue as to whether transfer pricing adjustments 
should be determined on a yearly basis, or over a specific time period, is quite  separate from issues 
surrounding the use of multiple year data to improve the understanding of a taxpayer’s transactions 
and potential comparables. 
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We agree that although most OECD countries examine each fiscal year separately, it would be 
useful for the Guidelines to stress the need for tax administrators to be sufficiently flexible in their 
approach to recognise that year to year fluctuations can occur as a result of the inherent complexity 
of a taxpayer’s transfer pricing arrangements rather than as a result of deliberate attempts to 
manipulate its level of profits. 

As noted in footnote 8 to paragraph 17 of the Notes, it is essential for the Guidelines to recognise 
that in complex transfer pricing cases, even the best-intentioned taxpayers and tax examiners can 
make mistakes.  As a result, when conducting their transfer pricing examinations, tax administrators 
need to: 

n be flexible in their approach and not demand from taxpayers in their transfer pricing a precision 
that is unrealistic under all the facts and circumstances; and 

n take into account the taxpayer’s commercial judgment about the application of the arm’s length 
principle, so that the transfer pricing analysis is tied to business realities. 

In our experience, domestic rules vary and are frequently a barrier to the pragmatic approach 
suggested by the Guidelines.  

D-2 Statistical tools 
Paragraph 18 of the Notes observes that the comments received from the business community also 
confirm that much of the confusion arising in relation to the use of multiple year data arises from the 
widespread misconception that the use of multiple year data necessarily involves the use of statistical 
tools (e.g. multiple year averages). 

Observations 

As noted in paragraph 19, it is essential for the Guidelines to note that the use of multiple year data 
does not necessarily imply the use of multiple year averages as a statistical tool.   

In particular, the Guidelines need to draw a clear distinction between: 

n the case where uncontrolled data is available for the year in which the controlled transaction 
occurs and multiyear data is being used for the purpose of improving the understanding of the 
taxpayer’s transactions and the selection of potential comparables; and 

n the case where uncontrolled data is not available for the period in which the controlled 
transaction of the taxpayer occurs and multiple year data is being used for the purposes of 
estimating appropriate data to use for that period.  In this case, it is important for the Guidelines 
to correct the common misconception that it is desirable to adopt a general practice of using 
multiple year averages.  Although it is important to ensure that taxpayers are not able to ‘cherry 
pick’ prior year data (e.g. by using data from ‘abnormal’ years), it is equally important to 
ensure that taxpayers are do not apply inappropriate statistical techniques.  For example, the 
use of a simple average of multiple year data is unlikely to produce an accurate result unless the 
annual data is normally distributed around a mean. 

E.     Preliminary conclusion 

The first bullet point of paragraph 21 of the Notes suggests that it would be useful to amend 
paragraphs 1.49 to 1.51 of the Guidelines so that they illustrate the situations where multiple year 
data may be useful. 
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Observations 

We agree with this conclusion.  In particular, it would be useful to: 

n amend paragraph 1.49 so that it: 

− clearly states that the purpose of these multiple year data guidelines is to provide guidance in 
relation to the use of such data in order to develop a better understanding of the facts and 
circumstances surrounding the controlled transaction and are not intended to address the 
issues relating to the use of that data for the purposes of adjusting a taxpayer’s profits over a 
number of years, or for statistical purposes; and  

− provides a cross reference to the location of other material relating to the use of multiple year 
data for these other purposes (which is currently located in the note on the ‘Definition of the 
arm’s length range definition, extreme results, methods to enhance reliability, loss-making 
comparables’); 

n amend paragraph 1.50 so that it provides examples of how differences in business and product 
life cycles can have a material effect on transfer pricing conditions that need to be assessed 
when determining comparability.  In particular, it would be useful to provide examples that 
illustrate that: 

− where the taxpayer and the third party comparable are at different stages of the business cycle 
(i.e. their business cycles are ‘out of phase’), it may be more appropriate to use third party 
data from a previous period as a comparable for controlled transactions of the taxpayer in the 
current period; 

− where there are consistent differences in the amplitude of the business cycles experienced by 
the taxpayer and the third party comparable, it might be necessary to adjust the third party 
data accordingly to ensure it is comparable; and 

− where there are differences in the term of the business cycles (i.e. their frequency), it is 
important to see whether these are due to fundamental differences in the nature of these 
businesses (which may suggest their exclusion of the third party from the list of comparables) 
or differences in the speed with which they adjust to changes in their economic environment 
(in which case it might still be desirable to include them in the list of third party comparables, 
but take into account the differences in timing when selecting appropriate comparable data);    

n amend paragraph 1.51 so that it provides examples of circumstances in which multiple year 
data, including subsequent year data, could be used by tax administrators in a manner consistent 
with the intent of the Guidelines.  In particular, it would be useful to stress the need for tax 
administrators to recognise that year to year fluctuations in data are inevitable in complex 
transfer pricing cases and do not necessarily provide evidence of attempts to deliberately 
manipulate profits, or suggest that amendments need to be made to profits reported in previous 
years; 

n amend paragraph 1.53 so that it is not read in isolation as suggesting that tax administrations 
should initiate transfer pricing investigations for all taxpayers in a tax loss position, regardless 
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of whether the taxpayer has been consistently reporting profits in most preceding years.  Rather, 
it is important to ensure that paragraph 1.53 is read in conjunction with paragraph 1.54 which: 

− recognises that recurring businesses losses for a reasonable period of time may be justified for 
businesses to enter new markets, increase their share of an existing market, introduce new 
products or services, or discourage potential competitors; and 

− notes that a transfer pricing adjustment may be appropriate where data over several years 
show that losses have been incurred for a period longer than that affecting comparable 
businesses enterprises. 
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10. Aggregation of transactions 

A.     Description of the issue 

The Draft Issues Notes on the Aggregation of Transactions address the issue as to whether, and to 
what extent, taxpayers can use aggregated third party transaction data when detailed information on 
third party transactions is not available. 

Observations 

We concur with the Working Party’s description of this issue. In addition, we note that the examples 
provided in paragraph 1.42 of the Guidelines do not include one of the most important reasons why 
it might be desirable to use aggregate data – the existence of ‘economies of scope’ (or ‘network’ 
economies as they are often called). 

B.     Business comments received 

Paragraph 8 of the Notes on the Aggregation of Transactions indicates that the comments received 
from business commentators confirm that the analysis of third party transactions is a real issue in 
practice due to the difficulty finding third party transactional level data relevant to a transfer pricing 
analysis. 

 C.     The OECD view 

The Working Party states that a transactional analysis should be retained as a starting point although 
it suggests that further guidance on the aggregation of third party data would be appropriate. 

Observations 

An important source of those problems which is not addressed in either the Guidelines or the Notes 
on the Aggregation of Transactions is the existence of ‘economies of scope’. 

Over the last few decades, an increasing number of large multi-product multinational enterprises 
have been formed to take advantage not only of ‘economies of scale’ in production, distribution and 
marketing, but also ‘economies of scope’ in both the production and consumption of goods and 
services. 

These ‘economies of scope’ can arise as a result of: 

n the production of a range of goods and/or services.  That is, there may be efficiencies to be 
derived from supplying a range of goods and/or services rather than just one good or service 
(i.e. the costs of producing, marketing and distributing a range of goods and/or services may be 
lower than the cost of supplying each of those goods and services separately to the extent that 
the products are complements in production); and 

n the consumption of a bundle of goods and/or services.  That is, the supply of one good may 
increase the amount that consumers are willing to pay for another good or service (e.g. 
consumers may be willing to pay more to purchase a ‘bundle’ or ‘package’ of goods and/or 
services than they would have been willing to pay if they were to purchase each of those goods 
and services separately).   
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Just as the existence of ‘economies of scale’ in production causes problems for the determination of 
comparable costs and profit margins, so too does the existence of economies of scope in production. 

Where there are economies of scale in production, it is obviously important to select comparables 
for enterprises that have a similar scale of production as the taxpayer.   

Similarly, as discussed further below, where there are economies of scope in the production or 
consumption of a range of goods and services, it is important to ensure that these economies are 
taken into account in the course of transfer pricing analysis. The existence of economies of scope 
means that it might not be appropriate to use detailed transactional data even when it is available 

Paragraph 9 of the Notes: 

n states that ‘… all else being equal, aggregation of third party transactions generally reduces the 
reliability of comparability analysis, and that a transactional analysis would generally be 
preferred where transactional data are available’; 

n but recognises that ‘… in practice, such data may not be available.  OECD countries agreed that 
in practice there are circumstances in which aggregated comparable data should be used, but 
only where its use provided the most reliable available evidence to inform the arm’s-length 
nature of transfers between associated enterprises’. 

It is important to note, however, that the lack of transactional data is not the only reason why it 
might be necessary to use aggregate data.  Even when transactional data is available, that data 
might not be comparable due to the existence of economies of scope.  

For example, consider the case illustrated in the figure below. 
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In this case: 

n the taxpayer (the Australian subsidiary) is part of a multinational enterprise that produces, 
markets and distributes computer hardware and software (which includes an operating system 
and applications software designed to be run under that operating system); 

n the taxpayer imports that hardware and software, along with a range of services to assist with 
computer systems development, marketing and distribution, from a related party offshore (i.e. 
the controlled transactions are the importation of hardware, software and services relating to 
computer systems development, marketing and distribution); and 

n the taxpayer: 

− on-sells separate computer hardware and software products to unrelated end users, including 
final consumers as well as unrelated third parties that use those products to develop their own 
systems to sell to final consumers; and 

− also uses that hardware and software to develop its own computer systems which are sold 
directly to customers (i.e. ‘bundles’ of hardware and software that are tailored to meet the 
specific needs of final consumers). 

Assume also that the multinational enterprise is deriving economies of scope from both its: 

n production, marketing and distribution of a range of hardware and software products that are 
complements in production (i.e. the multinational enterprise is able to reduce the costs it incurs 
by supplying a range of products that require similar resource inputs, rather than just supplying 
one product); and 

n sales of computer systems (i.e. ‘bundles’ of hardware and software) to final consumers (i.e. the 
multinational enterprise is able to increase the revenue it derives by supplying bundles of 
hardware and software products to final consumers, rather than selling each of those products 
separately). 

The existence of these economies of scope means that: 

n some of the costs incurred by the taxpayer will be lower as a result of being part of a 
multinational group that is able to reap economies of scope through the production, distribution 
and sale of a range of software, rather than just one product.  For example, the cost of the 
hardware, software and the services is receives from its related party will be lower than they 
would have been had those goods and services been purchased separately from unrelated parties 
that are not part of a multinational group that supplies the same range of products and reaps the 
same economies of scope in production; and 

n the amount of revenue the taxpayer derives from the sale of the computer systems it develops to 
final consumers will be higher as a result of the economies of scope arising from selling bundles 
of hardware and software to final consumers, rather than selling each of those products 
separately.  

What approach should be used in the case outlined above to determine the arm’s length prices of the 
hardware, software and services that are used as inputs by the taxpayer to develop the computer 
systems it sells to final consumers?    
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One option in this case would be to use the detailed internal data that is available from the taxpayer 
on its arm’s length sales of separate hardware and software products to independent third parties 
and final consumers.  For example, the resale price method could be employed to use this data to 
generate a set of internal comparables that could be used as arm’s length prices for the individual 
items of hardware and software that are purchased by the taxpayer from its related parent offshore 
and used by the taxpayer to develop computer systems. 

The main problem with this approach, however, is that it is likely to overstate the actual cost of that 
hardware and software to the taxpayer, given that the multinational firm is able to reap economies of 
scope in the production of that hardware and software. 

An alternative and preferable approach in such circumstances would be to: 

n seek to identify third parties that provide a comparable range of goods and services and realise 
comparable economies of scope; and 

n use the comparable uncontrolled prices that these third parties sell that hardware, software and 
related services to unrelated third parties.   

However, the main problems with this approach are that: 

n it may be difficult to find other enterprises that produce a similar range of products and reap 
similar economies of scope; and 

n even if it was possible to locate a suitable third party comparable, it is likely that: 

− this third party comparable will also be a multinational enterprise; 

− the controlled transactions of the taxpayer could also be controlled transactions of the third 
party comparable; and 

− it will be difficult to obtain detailed transaction data. 

The existence of economies of scope complicates the segregation of data 

As indicated in paragraph 13 of the Notes, there are practical difficulties associated with 
segregating information that is available on an aggregate basis. 

Indeed, it is also important to note that the existence of economies of scope further complicates this 
process of segregating data. 

For example, consider the case outlined in paragraph 16 of the Notes where: 

n the taxpayer engages in two ‘different’ kinds of transactions – the purchase and resale of 
blenders and toasters; and 

n the independent company has a retail activity selling blenders to end-user customers. 

Can the aggregated transactions of the independent company be used as a comparable to assess the 
aggregated transactions of the taxpayers (i.e. blenders plus toasters) or only for the blenders 
activity? 

As noted in paragraph 16, the first step in answering this question is to determine whether or not the 
taxpayer’s own transactions can be aggregated.  Paragraph 16 then goes on to note that ‘Depending 
on the facts and circumstances, the result could be that the segregated taxpayer’s transaction is 
compared with aggregated transactions of the independent company’. 
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It is important to note, however, that if the taxpayer is deriving economies of scope from supplying 
both blenders and toasters, then this will complicate the segregation of the data relating to blenders 
from the data relating to toasters. 

For example, if the taxpayer is deriving economies of scope from selling both blenders and toasters 
rather than just one of these products (e.g. if the taxpayer incurs reduced costs of marketing and 
distributing those two products), then the costs that the taxpayer incurs in the supply of its blenders 
will be lower than the costs incurred by an independent company that supplies only blenders.  This 
means that after segregating the taxpayer’s cost data for blenders, it will be necessary to adjust that 
blender cost data for the effect of the economies of scope in production before it will be comparable 
with the independent company’s cost data for blenders.  In particular, it is necessary to: 

n estimate the extent to which the taxpayer’s cost of supplying blenders has been reduced by its 
supply of both blenders and toasters; and 

n add that amount to the taxpayer’s cost of supplying blenders in order to derive an estimate of the 
taxpayer’s cost of supplying blenders that is comparable with the aggregate costs the 
independent company has incurred in supplying just blenders. 

Similarly, if the taxpayer is deriving economies of scope from bundling its sales of blenders and 
toasters (e.g. offering consumers a package of a blender and a toaster), the revenue the taxpayer is 
deriving from its sales of blenders will be higher than the revenue that an independent third party 
would derive from selling just blenders.  This means that after segregating the taxpayer’s revenue 
from its blender sales, it will be necessary to: 

n estimate the amount of additional blender sales revenue that the taxpayer has derived as a result 
of selling both blenders and toasters, rather than just blenders; and 

n deduct that amount from the revenue the taxpayer has derived from its sales of blenders in order 
to derive an estimate of the taxpayer’s revenue from selling blenders that is comparable with the 
aggregate revenue the independent company has derived from selling just blenders. 

It is also important to note that economies of scope can arise from the supply of two quite different 
products that are neither complements in production nor complements in consumption.  As 
illustrated in the box below, so long as there are differences in the amount that consumers are 
willing to pay for each product, enterprises can increase the amount of revenue they derive by 
bundling those products together and selling them as a package, rather than by selling those 
products individually. 

This means that it is not possible to conclude that there are no economies of scope being derived by 
an enterprise that, at first sight, appears to be supplying a range of quite different and unrelated 
products.  Rather, it is still possible that the enterprise is deriving economies of scope from the 
supply of these products which will complicate any attempts to segregate the data relating to each of 
those products for the purposes of comparability analysis.  

The existence of economies of scope further complicates the selection of third party comparables 

As discussed in paragraphs 17 and 18 of the Notes, aggregated company level data might not 
provide a satisfactory comparable if the third party carries out other transactions that have a 
different economic and business profile and have a material impact on the data. 
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However, it is also important to note that even when it is possible to identify a third party that 
engages in the same transactions as the taxpayer, aggregate company data still might not provide an 
appropriate comparable if there are significant differences in the nature and extent of the economies 
of scope that the taxpayer and the independent company derive from those transactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of how ‘bundling’ can increase the amount consumers are willing to pay for goods and services 

 

Consider the case of an enterprise that supplies two products – product A and product B (where these products can be either 
goods or services). 

Assume that there are two potential consumers who are willing to pay different amounts to purchase those goods: 

• individual 1, who is willing to pay $150 for a product A and $110 for product B; and 

• individual 2, who is willing to pay $100 for a product A and $140 for product B. 

Assume also that the enterprise: 

• cannot charge individuals 1 and 2 different prices for a particular product; 

• but can charge both consumers different prices for product A and product B. 

Under these assumptions, if the enterprise was to pursue a strategy of selling product A and product B separately at different 
prices, then it would raise the most revenue by charging $100 for product A and $110 for product B, since at those prices, both 
consumers would purchase both products, and a total of $420 of revenue would be raised.   

However, even more revenue could be raised if the enterprise chose to bundle product A together with product B and sell that 
bundle at a ‘package’ price of $240.  At that price, both consumers would purchase the bundled products and total revenue of 
$480 would be raised.  That is, in this particular example, bundling products A and B increases the amount of revenue that can 
be raised by the enterprise by $60 by reducing the dispersion in the willingness of the two consumers to pay for the two 
products.   
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11. Definition of arm�s length range, extreme results, methods to 
enhance reliability, loss-making comparables 

A.     Definition of the arm�s length range 

The Working Party notes that ranges where each point in the range is equally comparable are rarely 
found in practice.  It then notes that the use of a range of results should not be seen as making up for 
the low quality of a set of comparables; or indeed for a failure to conduct an adequate comparability 
analysis. 

Observations 

While the Working Party’s comments are correct in theory, as a practical matter, however, there is a 
point at which the analysis has to stop.  The comparables remaining will be, as far as can 
reasonably be established, the best that are available.  That none of them fails certain key criteria 
(most obviously independence) will have been confirmed with near certainty.  Some information will 
have been available on other important criteria and the feasibility of adjustments will have been 
considered (most obviously for factors that are reflected in financial statements). Information will 
not be available on other important comparability criteria, or at least not for all comparables. 

We believe that practitioners will recognize this as their everyday experience.   

At this point, a choice has to be made.  Is this information reliable?  Almost certainly, part of the 
reason for the dispersion of results is that it has not been possible to make allowance by way of 
selection of the panel of comparables or adjustment for all relevant differences.  If that requirement 
is set, in our judgment, few comparables sets will meet it.   

So, again, it is our view that if the laudable principles found in the Guidelines and the Notes are 
pushed too far in practice, the comparability paradigm becomes unworkable. 

In this case, the implication is that if comparability is to be retained, it has to be recognized that one 
reason for a range of results is the existence of remaining differences that it has not been possible to 
account for in the analysis. 

Another potential reason for there being a range of results is due to differences in the operational 
efficiency of companies, particularly within a given year.  If a review of comparables is conducted 
relative to the tested party over a number of years, it is highly unlikely that the relative position of 
these comparables to the tested party will remain constant.  Even when the business cycle of the 
tested party coincides with that of the comparable company (i.e. the two cycles are ‘in phase’), it is 
unlikely that the magnitude of those two cycles will be the same due to differences in the efficiency of 
the companies. 

B.     Extreme results: comparability considerations 

The Working Party suggests that extreme results should not be disregarded without further analysis 
to determine whether they represent defects in comparability or unusual circumstances.   

Observations 

We agree that, in principle, extreme results should not be rejected simply because they are extreme, 
but, in so far as this is appropriate, as a consequence of a comparability analysis.  In practice, 
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however, it is understandable that the practical constraints on the quality of analysis may lead to the 
adoption of a rule of thumb to reject ‘outliers’.  That is, absent adequate information on the reasons 
for the extreme result, the analyst may be forced to make the presumption that there is an important 
comparability difference. 

We also note that paragraph 11 of the Notes on approaches to enhance reliability states a preference 
to use a smaller rather than a larger number of comparables: 

‘… it would not be appropriate to include poor quality comparables in a relatively small 
sample of observations in order to obtain a sizeable population and apply statistical tools’. 

This statement conflicts with paragraph 1.70 of the Guidelines, which recognises that useful 
information can be obtained through the use of a wide range of comparables even when the 
uncontrolled transactions are not identical to the controlled transactions: 

‘It should not be the case that useful information, such as might be drawn from uncontrolled 
transactions that are not identical to the controlled transactions, which be dismissed simply 
because some rigid standard of comparability is not fully met’. 

Clarification is required on whether paragraph 11 of the Notes is intended to revise paragraph 1.70 
of the Guidelines. 

C.     Approaches to enhance reliability 

Observations 

Our general view that comparability analysis is likely to yield a range of results, partly because of 
unavoidable limitations to the analysis, has already been stated. 

C-1 Extreme results: reliability considerations and the use of statistical tools 

Observations 

Faced with a range of results, it is our experience that statistical tools, and most frequently the inter-
quartile range, are used and accepted by many tax authorities even though they may be careful not 
to acknowledge this as a general principle.  However, many will, quite understandably, challenge 
the use of the concept if there is reason to believe that a result ‘outside the range’ is appropriate 
because of a comparability difference that has not been taken into account in the analysis. 

In our view, in principle, a more detailed study of the distribution of results using relatively familiar 
statistical tools is desirable.  However, there are cost implications and it is difficult to predict in 
advance whether the analysis will be justified in terms of improved quality.  For example, there may 
be indications that a particular sub-set of comparables are of better quality.  In this case, if the 
results of these comparables were to be cluster within the overall range, to identify this would likely 
improve reliability. 

C-2 Ranking the points in the range 

Observations 

As regards the discussion of ranking, we certainly see scope for qualitative analysis leading to 
greater emphasis on single or sub-sets of comparables (e.g. the clustering just referred to)   We 
would agree that the ranking and weighting process procedure described in Paragraphs 17 and 18 is 
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unlikely to yield reliable results unless the process is based on adequate information to properly 
assess the five comparability factors.  In particular: 

n it is unlikely that complete information on relevant comparability factors will be available.  A 
partial analysis could well lead to different results to one that could take account of ‘omitted 
variables’; 

n the weighting scheme will inevitably rest on untested assumptions concerning the impact of 
comparability differences including (in all probability) that the process is a linear one. 

If the necessary data were available, it would be preferable to construct an econometric model to 
determine the adjustments to be made for comparability differences.  It would then be possible to 
apply well-recognized statistical tests to assess the robustness of the results. 

Econometric approaches are sometimes seen (e.g. to adjust royalty rates for comparability 
differences).  It is perhaps surprising that they are not discussed in the Note.  Our own view is that 
their use is typically limited by data considerations; and that they are expensive to apply.  However, 
the adoption of econometric techniques is widespread in business (particularly in forecasting).  In 
our view, the feasibility of their use should be considered for large and complex transactions. 

D.     Loss making comparables 

Observations 

We agree with this discussion and that there can be no general rule on the exclusion of either loss 
making or very profitable companies.   

On the question of whether loss-making can be presumed to indicate a lack of comparability as a 
result of a different risk profile, in line with our views elsewhere in this submission, we would agree 
that, in principle, exclusion should follow the identification of a comparability difference.   
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12.   Documenting a search for comparables 

The Working Group concludes that the OECD might develop guidance on how a transfer pricing 
analysis might best be structured to evaluate and use external comparable data.  

Observations 

For sake of completeness, we agree that guidance should confirm that documentation of the process 
that led to the selection or rejection of comparables and any comparability adjustments should be 
prepared.  We also agree that it would be useful for the OECD to develop guidance on how a 
transfer pricing analysis might best be structured to evaluate and use external comparable data. 

This is not, in our experience, one of the more important issues addressed in these Issues Notes, as 
the process is typically documented.   

The discussion in Part C the Issues Note is very brief and there would seem to be the potential for 
providing more detailed guidance on the issues that should be addressed with respect to the 
structure of a transfer pricing (comparability) documentation. 

In particular, when developing guidance on the standard of documentation, consideration should be 
given to outlining the relevance of the size and complexity of the comparability analysis being 
performed to the standard of documentation. 

In general, as noted in our response to Draft Issue 1, the Guidelines should focus taxpayers’ 
documentation efforts on large and complex transactions rather than small and relatively simple 
ones. 

 


